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INTRODUCTION 
Tractor testing with appropriate instrumentation has 
been a very important procedure in tractor development. 
Tractor designers need the instrumentation to help them 
improve the performance of the tractor as indicated by 
drawbar pull, power and fuel efficiency. Researchers use 
instrumented tractors for evaluation in both field and 
laboratory. Instruments can also assist farmers in 
operating their tractors more efficiently. 
As the tractor is a field machine, it should be tested 
in the field to obtain actual operating data. Until about 
10 years ago, most tractor testing was confined to the 
laboratory, since field test procedures were often very 
complicated and cumbersome because of the limited 
capabilities of the instrumentation systems. 
The age of the microcomputer has changed this 
situation. It is now possible to collect and process 
quantities of data that could not be managed in the past. 
Microcomputers now have further benefits, including 
availability, portability, reliability, flexibility, and 
ease of operation. Recently, a number of microcomputer 
based tractor instrumentation systems have been developed. 
These systems vary from each other in equipment, function, 
capability and cost. There is still a need to develop a 
more efficient, convenient and less expensive system. 
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A tractor instrumentation system was built in 1981 at 
the Agricultural Engineering Department of Iowa State 
University (Bedri, 1982). Three transducers: fuel flow, 
ground speed, and wheel speed, and a monitor based on an 
Intel 8035 single chip microcomputer were mounted on a John 
Deere 4430 tractor. This monitor displayed tractor 
performance information such as field time, travel speed, 
wheel slip, fuel flow, and area worked. 
The purpose of this study is to develop a more advanced 
tractor instrumentation system. In addition to the three 
transducers already attached to the tractor, the new system 
will include drawbar pull and axle torque transducers, and a 
three-point hitch dynamometer. The system will be also 
equipped with a new data acquisition system, which includes 
a more sophisticated microcomputer and data recording 
system. A software development system and a data analysis 
system will also be discussed. The results of the field 
experiment are presented later. 
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OBJECTIVES 
The overall objective of this research was to develop a 
tractor instrumentation system through which necessary 
tractor field performance information could be obtained. 
Specific objectives of this work were: 
1. To develop a tractor instrumentation system to 
provide various tractor field performance data, 
including fuel flow, travel distance, travel 
speed, wheel slip, axle torque, drawbar pull, and 
three-point hitch forces. 
2. To develop a convenient, simple and inexpensive 
tractor data acquisition system which can 
measure, control, display and record the tractor 
performance data. 
3. To design and develop a three-point hitch 
dynamometer with which three dimensional forces 
for each link are measured. 
4. To develop a microcomputer software development 
system which is inexpensive and flexible in 
design. 
5. To develop an analysis system for the data 
obtained from the tractor field performance 
measurements. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Three-Point Hitch Dynamometer 
Because draft is the major component of the forces 
between tractor and implement, many efforts have been made 
to develop drawbar pull measuring devices. However, other 
force components, such as vertical and side forces, must 
also be considered to achieve a complete and accurate system 
analysis. 
In the early days, the three-point hitch dynamometer 
used springs or hydraulic cylinders of some form. Volkov 
and Klochev (1958) developed a three-point hitch measurement 
system which consisted of dynamometer elements built into 
each link, and an integrating device. The movement of the 
front half-bar of the dynamometer link was transmitted by an 
unequal-arm lever, mounted on the body of the link on ball­
bearings. The forces were measured by spiral springs and a 
multi-contact gage. One main part of the integrating unit 
was a collector consisting of 15 contacts which pass 
impulses to the recorder in accordance with the deformations 
of the measuring springs. 
Any system designed with mechanical components 
including springs, bearings, and contact points may have 
such problems as inaccuracy, non-durability, and complexity 
in construction and operation. 
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Hydraulic dynamometers were an improvement over the 
spring type. The device built by Skalweit (1958) used a 
hydraulic cylinder which was located ahead of a large 
rectangular frame suspended beneath the tractor by four 
vertical links. This frame was connected to the rear 
vertical rectangular frame on which three links were 
attached. The implement forces were transmitted through 
these frames to the hydraulic cylinder. 
Nestorovic (1960) described a proposed measuring device 
which was similar to the one developed by Skalweit (1958). 
He used three hydraulic cells placed so that they could 
measure force components horizontally, laterally and 
perpendicular to the tractor (Figure 1). 
Rogers and Johnston (1953) attached a hydraulic 
cylinder directly to each link of the three-point hitch. 
Bourdon pressure gages were mounted on a gage board in a 
cluster arrangement so that they could be photographed 
simultaneously by a 16-mm movie camera. Tests were 
conducted to establish the overall accuracy of the 
instrument, by installing a strain gage in a chain 
connecting the back of the plow to an anchor post. Compared 
to the corrected strain-gage readings, the error in the 
instrument was four percent. This error was mostly 
attributable to the friction in the cylinders. 
Jensen (1954) demonstrated the superiority of 
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experimental stress analysis as a means of obtaining exact 
quantitative information about distribution of loads in 
structures and behavior of materials under loads. He 
applied this technique to develop various dynamometers for 
tractor field tests, such as a torque meter, a drawbar 
dynamometer, and a three-point hitch dynamometer. 
Since Jensen (1954) demonstrated specific application 
of the strain gage to tractor dynamometers, many trials have 
been made to develop more accurate and convenient three-
point hitch dynamometers. One of the important 
considerations in developing the dynamometer is the location 
of the strain gages or transducers. The strain gage so far 
has been attached mainly to the following four units, 1) 
hitch links, 2) an implement, 3) a tractor body, or 4) a 
hitch frame located between the hitch links and an 
implement. 
Neuhoff (1959) measured draft and vertical forces of 
the three-point links by attaching a set of strain gages 
connected as a Wheatstone bridge on each lower link and a 
strain-gage-equipped proving ring on the upper link. The 
resultant pull of the implement was obtained by determining 
the angle of each link with respect to the direction of 
travel. Orlowski and Wolf (1963) used almost the same 
device that was developed by Neuhoff (1959). They put one 
more set of strain gages on one of the lower links and tried 
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FIGURE 1. Three dimensional measurement system using 
pressure cells (Nestorovic, 1960) 
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FIGURE 2. Arrangement of strain gages on the cross-shaft of 
the plow (Lai, 1959) 
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to measure side force. 
Recently Luth et al. (1978) mounted transducers 
directly on the lower links and upper link to obtain the 
reaction forces in all three cartesian coordinate 
directions. The geometry of the three-point hitch was not 
altered by the transducer system. 
According to Reece (1961), measuring the forces in the 
links themselves requires simultaneous recording of at least 
three forces which involved very complicated 
instrumentation. The analysis of the result was a 
formidable problem in three-dimensional vector addition. 
An interesting approach was made by Lai (1959). He 
replaced the normal cross-shaft of the plow by a straight 
shaft, so that forces acting at the lower link hitch points 
caused only bending and eliminated torsion (Figure 2). The 
section of the shaft at equal distances from the center of 
the ball joints at either end was reduced, and the bending 
produced at these sections in the horizontal and vertical 
planes was measured separately by using strain gages. To 
measure the force on the top link, a top link dynamometer 
was built, which was supported on a frame so that it would 
measure only the horizontal force. One of the critical 
problem with this device was the difficulty of changing 
implements. 
The third place available for attaching the strain 
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gages or transducers is the tractor body. Jensen (1954) 
used three identical beams, one at each hitch point on the 
implement (Figure 3). The beam was supported at the point 
indicated by a subframe to which the tractor links were 
attached. A set of four strain gages was placed on each 
beam. 
Thiel (1958) measured the forces simply by mounting two 
strain gages on each of the lower and upper link pins 
(Figure 4). The system was sensitive only to the horizontal 
components of the forces on the links. 
Reece (1961) also mounted strain gaged cantilever pins 
on the tractor and supported the ball joints at the inner 
end of the three links. The ball centers were 76.2 mm out 
from the tractor sides, as compared with the 70 mm of the 
manufacturer's original mountings. The sensitivity of this 
device can be calculated from the expression 
Ig = V S e / (R + Rg) 
Where: Ig = ammeter current 
V = voltage applied to the strain gage 
S = gage factor 
e = tensile or compressive strain 
R = strain gage resistance 
Rg = ammeter registance 
The strain in the surface of the cantilever was not 
accurately predicted by the theory of simple bending, 
1 0  
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FIGURE 3# A draft transducer of the three-point hitch 
dynamometer (Jensen, 1954) 
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FIGURE 4. Three-point'' hitch dynamometer, (a) three 
measuring elements, (b) measuring element, M . 
Dimensions are in millimeters (Thiel, 1958) 
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because the cantilever was very short relative to its depth. 
The actual strains were found to be only 83% of those 
calculated from the simple bending expression 
e = 3 P L / 2 E c 2 t  
Where: P = load to be measured 
L = effective length of cantilever 
E = modulus of elasticity 
2c = depth of cantilever at center of gages 
t = width of cantilever at center of gages 
The Stokes-Wilson equation for short beams was used to 
obtain closer agreement. 
e = 3 P (L/2 - c / t t) / 2Ec^t + P/ 2iTEct 
The same method was further developed by Scholtz 
(1964). He examined various factors affecting the link pin 
transducers, including friction in the ball-joints, 
imperfect positioning of gages, faulty cantilever position, 
and hydraulic system characteristics to estimate the 
magnitude of the errors they would cause in dynamometer 
measurements. The dynamometers were designed from these 
results. To reduce hysteresis effects, the nominal length 
of the lower beams was fixed at 165 mm (Figure 5). This 
three-point hitch dynamometer was compared, with a field 
experiment, to a hydraulic drawbar dynamometer. The 
difference was not significant at the 5% level. 
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Arrangement of strain gages on the link pin 
transducer (Scholtz, 1964) 
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Three-point hitch dynamometer using L-shaped 
transducers (Scholtz, 1966) 
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As the above results show, the link pin size limits its 
use as a transducer. If it is made longer, modification of 
the tractor will be necessary or errors due to link hitch 
position changes will be inevitable. 
To eliminate the requirement for modification of either 
tractor or implement, and to make the transducer easily 
interchangeable among tractors and implements, a sub-frame 
or a hitch frame three-point hitch dynamometer came into 
being. Scholtz (1966) designed and built a hitch frame type 
three-point hitch dynamometer. As shown in Figure 6, force 
measuring transducers are firmly wedged and bolted inside 
vertical rectangular hollow sections. The transducer on the 
top link is arranged to measure draft force only. The 
dynamometer measured draft and vertical forces and fulfilled 
most of the requirements. But it was bulky, weighed 118 kg, 
and the implements were mounted 229 mm further to the rear 
of the tractor. The dynamometer introduced some extra 
resilience in the hitch. 
Carter (1981) developed a dynamometer shaped similar to 
that of Scholtz (1966). He attached three rectangular 
strain beams to each link hitch point of the hitch frame. 
The strain gages were applied to the front and back of three 
aluminum strain beams and were connected so that the 
vertical forces cancelled, and the horizontal forces on each 
beam were summed algebraically. 
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Devine (1973) developed a little different type of 
hitch frame dynamometer. Basing the structural design on 
the load estimates, the frames were constructed of hot 
rolled rectangular tubing (76 X 51 X 5 mm thick). The 
dynamometer consisted of two frames which were connected 
together by two octagonal ring transducers (Figure 7). As 
Hoag and Yoerger (1975), and Godwin (1975) explained, this 
kind of extended ring transducer fitted with strain gages 
can measure strain proportional to two orthogonal forces and 
a torque about the center of the ring independently. 
Vertical and horizontal adjustment of the dynamometer was 
supplied so the hitch frame would fit most standard three-
point hitch equipment. The dynamometer was also designed to 
be removed easily from the tractor and implement to protect 
the strain gaged transducers when measurements were not 
being recorded. The calibration results showed that the 
percentage error for draft, vertical and moment measurements 
were, ± 1.29, ± 2.10 and ± 1.60 respectively. The 
dynamometer had a load limitation of about 13,000 N, and it 
could only be used with small size tractors. 
Johnson and Voorhees (1979) developed a hitch frame 
dynamometer which could be easily attached to Category II 
and III tractor hitchs. As shown in Figure 8a, it consisted 
of three subassemblies. A transducer subassembly made by an 
aluminum tube is located between a tractor subassembly and 
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A: TRANSDUCERS 
FIGURE 7. Three-point hitch dynamometer using octagonal 
ring transducers (Devine, 1973) 
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FIGURE 8. Three-point hitch dynamometer using an aluminum 
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conditions on transducer sub-assembly. T = 
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b 
FIGURE 9. Three-point hitch dynamometer using six load 
cells, (a) front view, (b) side view (Smith and 
Barker, 1982) 
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implement subassembly. Figure 8b shows the design loading 
conditions on the transducer subassembly. The tractor 
subassembly was attached at points b and c, and the 
implement subassembly was attached at points a and d. Thus, 
a load applied to the transducer caused both bending and 
torsion. The structural design was based on a high-load 
range of 44,500 N, operating at 610 mm from the center of 
the force sensing member. The complete dynamometer was 
about 1,220 mm wide and 790 mm high. It extended the 
implement mounting point about 310 mm to the rear of the 
tractor hitch points. 
Smith and Barker (1982) developed a thin three-
dimensional measuring hitch frame dynamometer (Figure 9). 
It was constructed in the shape of a triangle using 152 mm 
steel channel. There were two triangular halves, 
symmetrical except for tractor, implement, and load cell 
connectors. The dynamometer used six BLH-U2M1 load cells 
with capacities of 22 kN. Three of them, placed at the 
corners and perpendicular to the dynamometer surface, 
measure draft, two load cells located on the upper 
triangular arms provide vertical and side force information, 
and prevent rotation of the halves. One load cell located 
in the lower triangular arm measures only the side force. 
The dynamometer shifted the implement 190 mm to the rear, 
compared to 127 mm for a Category III type quick hitch. It 
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was found that considerable time and effort were required, 
when the dynamometer was mounted, to adjust the linkage and 
clearances within the dynamometer so that all forces were 
well-transferred to the load cells. The dynamometer halves 
had to be separated to adjust the linkage. This was a time 
consuming and tedious process. 
As the above literature review indicates, the hitch 
frame dynamometer has many strong points in design and use. 
Several problems appeared in this system and should be 
considered for future design. These include 1) construction 
of the hitch frame, 2) extension of the hitch points from 
the tractor, causing increased resilience (Scholtz, 1966), 
3) mounting of the dynamometer (Scholtz, 1966, Devine, 1973, 
Smith and Barker, 1982), and 4) use with the PTO shaft 
(Johnson and Voorhees, 1979, Smith and Barker, 1982). 
Data Acquisition and Analysis System 
Until the 1950s, the data were measured directly from 
spring or pressure type indicators, or electrical meters. 
Rogers and Johnston (1953) measured forces on three-point 
links using hydraulic cylinders and bourdon pressure gages. 
A camera was used to record the pressure indicated by six 
gages . 
Jensen (1954) used a D'Arsonval galvanometer consisting 
of magnets and coils to indicate the strain gage outputs. 
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The galvanometer was later developed to record the data on 
chart paper and was used extensively (Reznicek et al., 1957, 
Reece, 1961, Paulson and Zoerb, 1971, Devine, 1973). A high 
density digital tape recorder was later introduced (Flis and 
Cupp, 1974). 
Only receiving the signal input was not sufficient in 
the instrumentation system. Attempts were made to calculate 
and control the data signals. An electrical impulse counter 
used by Volkov and Klochev (1958) was a very simple 
electrical device. Later, analog signal devices were widely 
adopted. Zoerb and Popoff (1967) designed a tractor wheel 
slip indicator using, electrical circuits, which consisted of 
resistors, potentiometers and capacitors. Barker (1974) and 
Peterson (1974) developed level detectors which caught and 
stored the level of analog signals. 
The arithmetic calculations had not been satisfactorily 
accomplished until an analog computer was applied. The 
analog computer developed by Prather and Schafer (1969) to 
measure wheel slip consisted of operational amplifiers for 
summing and inverting, a multiplier-divider for dividing, 
and precision resistors and potentiometers to set the 
required gains and references. Paulson and Zoerb (1971) 
also built an analog computer for a slip meter. Grevis-
James and Bloome (1982) measured not only wheel slip but 
also drawbar pull using a monitor operating mainly with 
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analog computations. Ridge et al. (1979) indicated that the 
conventional analog computer was very sensitive to shocks, 
vibration, dust, and extreme temperatures and had to be 
maintained in a sophisticated stationary environment. He 
developed a mini-analog computer that could simultaneously 
analyze four analog signals and two digital signals. 
The application of integrated circuits (IC) and digital 
electronics has greatly affected the development of tractor 
instrumentation. By now, much of the measurement equipment 
has been replaced by digital devices or control logic IC 
gates and chips. Some researchers have used direct-
measurement device, such as a digital volt meter and a 
digital strain indicator (Herron et al., 1977), or a 
frequency counter (Carter, 1981). The digital signals 
coming from the wheel or fuel transducers were measured by 
digital counters (Shelton and Bashford, 1977, Beppler and 
Shaw, 1980). A little more sophisticated device, such as a 
digital data logger (Lyne and Meiring, 1977), or a digital 
monitor (Summers and Frisby, 1980) have been gradually 
developed. These digital monitors were designed using 
mainly two kinds of chips. One was the MM74C926 (four digit 
counters with seven segment output drivers), and the other 
one was the DS75492 (MOS-to-LED hexadigital drivers). 
Within the past few years, hard wired control logic 
consisting of IC chips has been replaced with a 
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microcomputer-based data acquisition system. The term, data 
acquisition has been widely used since the computer was 
applied. According to the Encyclopedia of Computer Science 
(Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., 1976), a data acquisition 
system, also called a data collection system, scans digital 
and analog inputs in an order and at a rate controlled by a 
program. This reference also explained a data acquisition 
computer. This is used to acquire and analyze data 
generated by instruments such as volt meters, thermocouples, 
and electromechanical relays in factories, refineries, 
missies, or aircraft. Typically, the data acquisition 
computers have fast memory-cyle times, and short word sizes. 
Floating points are generally unnecessary, since data are 
inherently scaled within ranges determined by the processes 
being measured. 
From the above explanation and currently constructed 
devices, the data acquisition system could be divided into 
four sections, 1) microcomputer, 2) interface board, 3) 
recorder, and 4) panel. 
A typical microcomputer or single-board computer has a 
microprocessor IC as a central processing unit (CPU), some 
read-only memory (ROM) to hold the program, random-access 
memory (RAM) to hold data, and at least one input/output 
(I/o) port (Carr, 1982). The data signals are sent to the 
microcomputer through the interface board which usually 
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contains an analog to digital (A/D) converter and latches to 
receive data inputs. Displays and a keyboard or switches 
are placed on the panel. 
Applying the microcomputer in tractor instrumentation 
has advantages such as lower hardware cost, and small size 
and flexibility (Wilhelm et al., 1981). The computer also 
provides a means for immediate identification of 
malfunctioning transducers or problems with other system 
electronic equipment (Luth et al., 1978, Wendte and 
Rozeboom, 1981). 
Various kinds of microcomputers have been used for 
tractor data acquisition systems. They typically consisted 
of an eight or sixteen-bit microprocessor, memory chips 
ranging from 1 kilobyte to more than 64 kilobytes, one or 
several interface chips, and a data recording unit. 
Example of the microcomputers used so far for tractor 
data acquisition systems are MOS Technology's 6502 (Harter 
and Kaufman, 1979), Campbell Scientific CR5 (Culpepper, 
1979), Heathkit ET-3400 (Clark and Gillespie, 1979), 
Heathkit H-8 (Lin et al, 1980), Motorola 6802 (Clark and 
Gillespie, 1982), and Rockwell AIM 65 (Grevis-James et al., 
1981), Intel iSBE 80/20-4 (Garner et al., 1980), Intel iSBC 
80/30 (Hendrick et al., 1981), Intel iSBC 569 (Roy Lambert 
and Miles, 1981), Apple 11 (Carnegie et al., 1983), and 
Digital Equipment Corp. PDPll/03 (Tompkins and Wilhelm, 
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1981, Wllhelm et al., 1981). Among these microcomputers, 
the AIM 65 is relatively inexpensive and small and yet has 
the most support components including a 54-key keyboard, a 
20-column alpha-numeric display, and a 20-column printer. 
Bedri (1982) designed and built a microcomputer on a 
large DIP plugboard in the laboratory. It was composed of 
an Intel 8035 single chip microcomputer, an erasable 
programmable ROM, and a display module. It took a lot of 
time to build the computer, and so it was not less costly 
than purchasing a manufactured microcomputer, and it was not 
very reliable. Some microcomputers developed by 
D'Alessandro (1982), or Hohenberger and Alexander (1981) 
consisted of several boards instead of a single board. 
Strange et al. (1982) tried not only to collect data 
but also to analyze them in the field. They used a Hewlett 
Packard HP-85, desk top type microcomputer, which has a full 
keyboard, a CRT screen and tape catridge. The price was 
more than $3000. Because of its size, the computer was 
mounted in the back of a pickup truck with other equipment. 
Forty foot cords were connected between the truck and 
tractor. This caused problems with cord entanglement, in 
field operations. 
To eliminate this problem, Reynolds et al. (1982) used 
two computers. After data were collected using a single 
board microcomputer located in the tractor, the tractor was 
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driven back to the van to transfer the data from the data 
collection computer to a bigger data processing computer. 
The data transfer took from three to six minutes for a test 
run of fifteen to thirty seconds. Also, the amount of data 
processing that could actually be done in the field was 
limited by the single-tasking operating system and the speed 
of the data processing computer. 
Orme (1976) and Luth et al. (1978) described a big data 
acquisition system operated with radio telemetry. The data 
sent through the telemetry were analyzed in a trailer and 
truck. The system on the trailer was divided into two 
sections; telemetry data acquisition and data reduction. 
The data reduction section included a Modular Computer 
Systems ModComp 11/220 mini computer, a Diablo dual hard-
disk drive, 48 channel A/D converter, two Tektronix CRT 
graphic terminals with a hard copy unit, and a digital tape 
recorder. This is a very advanced instrumentation system, 
but it is very expensive, costing something more than 
$ 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 .  
The single board microcomputer, because of its lower 
price, small size, and relatively high utility, is widely 
used especially for compact instrumentation systems such as 
tractor data acquisition systems. 
Unlike the microcomputer, the interface board was 
usually designed or directly built by a researcher for his 
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specific purpose. Most of the interface boards were 
designed to accept less than 10 digital and 10 analog signal 
inputs, which were enough for input of transducer signals 
for general tractor performance tests. One of the important 
elements of the interface board is the A/D converter. A/D 
conversion was usually accomplished by attaching an A/D 
converter chip on the interface board, but in some systems, 
A/D boards which were ready to use were purchased and 
plugged into the computer. 
Garner et al. (1980) used a Burr-Brown MP 3408/8416 
board which has a 16 channel single-ended input system, 
Hendrick et al. (1981) and Lambert and Miles (1981) used a 
Burr-Brown MP 8418 board. This was a 31 channel input 
system. A model Rtl-1200-016 (Lin et al., 1980) and a model 
DT 1761 (Tompkins and Wilhelm, 1981) A/D boards have also 
been tried. 
One of the important but rather difficult aspects of 
the data acquisition system is the data recording. 
Recording systems use quite different approches. A printer 
was once used (Harter and Kaufman, 1979, Grevis-James et 
al., 1981) but it was too slow and did not function well 
under vibrations. An audio cassette tape recorder can be 
used with some of the microcomputers. These are inexpensive 
and easy to handle except for difficulties of transferring 
the data collected in the cassette to a main frame computer. 
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This procedure requires a special device to convert the data 
to digital format. A digital tape recorder eliminates this 
problem, but is expensive. The price is usually more than 
the microcomputer itself. Some of the digital tape 
recorders used for tractor instrumentation are a Techtran 
8400 (Garner et al., 1980), and Digital Equipment Corp. TU 
58 (Tompkins and Wilhelm, 1981). There have been efforts to 
record the data to EPROM (Johnson and Wipperfurth, 1981, 
Wiedemann and Cross, 1982). This recording system is very 
compact and simple, but because of the small memory 
capacity, it is convenient only when small amounts of data 
are to be collected. 
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FIRST DESIGN OF INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM 
Transducers 
The instrumentation system was equipped with six 
transducers. The fuel flow, travel and wheel speed 
transducers were already attached and used for the previous 
system (Bedri, 1982). The axle torque transducer and the 
drawbar pull transducer were developed by John Deere. 
Fuel flow 
The fuel transducer used was a FloScan turbine flow 
transducer model 201A (FloScan Instrument Company, Inc., 
1980). It is 41 mm wide, 37 mm high, and 57 mm long, and 
generates a square wave. It was connected between the fuel 
tank and the injection pump. The fuel that overflowed from 
the injection pump and injector was cooled with a heat 
exchanger and returned to the downstream side of the 
transducer so that it was not measured. 
The manufacturer stated that the transducer had an 
average K factor of 26,420 pulses/1 (100,000 pulses/gal) for 
diesel fuel NO.2. To check the K factor, Bedri (1982) 
calibrated it and found that within the feasible range of 
the tractor operation, the mean value of the K factor was 
25,429 pulses/1 (96,250 pulses/gal). 
However, the calibration was performed with tractor 
engine not operating and with no vibration. The fuel 
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transducer was recalibrated with the engine operating to see 
the tractor vibration effects. A torque dynamometer (AW 
Dynamometer, Inc.) was used to apply necessary loads to the 
tractor. The diagram of the calibration system is shown in 
Figure 10. The output signals of the fuel flow transducer 
were counted by the AIM 65 microcomputer. The elapsed time, 
and the number of pulses were measured every 500 cc of fuel 
consumption. The power measured by the dynamometer was also 
recorded. Five replications were made for each power 
setting. The result was compared to that of the calibration 
under no engine operation, using the same procedure as was 
used by Bedri (1982). 
As Figure 11 shows, the fuel transducer is severely 
affected by the mechanical vibration. Under this condition, 
the transducer was not adequate to use in this system. 
Because of its advantage of very low price, efforts were 
made to keep using the transducer by isolating it from the 
vibration. After several trials, a 13 mm thick sponge was 
wrapped twice around the transducer. The calibration result 
with the isolator indicated that the transducer was 
remarkably improved with less than 3% error (Figure 11). 
The calibration result of the transducer was then compared 
to results from the Nebraska Tractor Test of that tractor. 
Figure 12 shows favorable performance of the transducer. 
The error may come from the differences in the fuel flow and 
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power measurement systems. 
Travel speed 
A magnetic pickup and 65-tooth gear set were attached 
inside of the front wheel to measure the ground speed. The 
magnetic pickup used was an Airpox model 087-304-0044 (North 
American Philips Control Corp.). It is compatible with the 
microcomputer and has a sensing frequency range from zero to 
20,000 cycles per second. 
The number of the teeth per gear was originally 
determined with the objective that every output pulse per 
second of the travel speed transducer represents 0.16 km/hr 
(0.1 mile/hr). This eliminated arithmetic calculations of 
the computer program during operation, but the value was set 
based on the front tire circumferential distance of 2,906 
mm. Since the circumferential distance changes with tires 
and ground condition, the speed calculation method had to be 
changed. Two variables were necessary to calculate the 
travel speed. The pulses were counted by the microcomputer 
and the rolling radius, after being measured, was input to a 
certain memory locations through the key board. The travel 
speed (Vj) was thus obtained: 
Vf = Nf (pulse/sec) X 2iTRf/65 (m/pulse) X I/IOOO 
(km/m) X 3600 (sec/hr) = 0.348 (km/hr) 
Where; = pulse/sec of the front wheel transducer 
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Rj = front wheel rolling radius (m) 
Wheel speed 
An identical magnetic pickup and a 122-tooth gear set 
already mounted to the inside of the right rear wheel was 
also used. As in the case of the travel speed measurement, 
every pulse per second of the wheel speed transducer 
represented 0.16 km/hr; this was also derived based on the 
rear wheel circumferential distance of 5,454 mm, which was 
also changeable. Again, an equation similar to the one for 
travel speed was used to obtain the wheel speed (V^); 
^r ~ ^ r (pulse/sec) X 2wRy/122 (m/pulse) X 1/1000 
(km/m) X 3600 (sec/hr) = 0.185 (km/hr) 
Where; = pulse/sec of the rear wheel transducer 
= rear wheel rolling radius (m) 
Axle torque 
Axle torque transducers, John Deere serial number 
39X50835A, were used to measure the torque of both left and 
right rear axle shafts. On each axle, four strain gages 
were bonded to the shaft at a 45*angle with respect to the 
shaft axis, composing a wheatstone bridge circuit. Four 
conductors were extended to the end of the axle shaft, where 
a slip-ring was installed. A conduit was mounted above the 
rear wheel to carry the conducters from the slip-ring to the 
data acquisition system. 
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The transducers were calibrated by John Deere. The 
strain of 2 , 926 ym/m was obtained when 13 ,350 N « m torque was 
applied. The same output was obtained with a 60 kfi shunt 
calibration resistor. Likewise 26,745 N « m yielded 5 ,862 
, which was obtained with a 30 kO resistor. The sensitivity 
was thus expressed as 0.2192 y/N-m. 
Drawbar pull 
The drawbar pull transducer used was a John Deere 
serial number 2780, load cell type dynamometer. The sensing 
element, shown in Figure 13, has four strain gages on a 
steel ring 37 mm high, 25 mm thick and 125 mm in outside 
diameter. The calibration was conducted and reported by 
John Deere. The application of a 30 kf2 resistor is 
equivalent to a load of 42,014 N and 20 k^2 is equivalent to 
62,925 N. The sensitivity of the transducer was 0.000024026 
mV/V/N. 
The dynamometer was recalibrated to check the 
linearity. A RIEHLE hydraulic testing machine (American 
Machine and Metals, Inc.) was used to apply loads and 
measure the strain. The results are shown in Figure 14. 
Signal Conditioner 
A signal conditioner was built based on the circuits 
developed by McConnell and Park (1981). It was very 
inexpensive and flexible in modification. Three 
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differential channels were built on a 113 mm by 200 mm DIP 
plugboard. Each channel had an amplifier circuit and a low 
pass filter circuit (Figure 15). Two LM 324 quad 
operational amplifier packages were used for each channel. 
In order to provide appropriate input voltage into the 
Wheatstone bridge, a voltage adjustment circuit was added. 
Two 6-volt batteries were used to provide ± 6-volt power 
source to the signal conditioner. The DIP plugboard was 
fixed in a 152 X 203 X 89 mm aluminum box (Figure 16). As 
shown in Figure 15, the output voltages and e^ are 
dependent on the input voltages eg and e^ as well as 
resistors and R. The output voltage, e^ is expressed as 
63 = (1 + 2Rj/R) (Rg/Rg) (ejj - eg) 
= G (e^ - eg) 
Where: G = (1 + 2R^/R) (R^/Rg); system gain 
The gain was adjusted by the resistor R, from 200 to 
more than 2,000. The low-pass filter circuit was designed 
to achieve 7.0-Hz natural frequency and 65-percent damping 
ratio. 
Data Acquisition System 
The data acquisition system is defined as a system that 
scans digital and analog inputs in an order and at a rate 
controlled by a program (Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., 1976). 
The data acquisition system consisted of four components: 
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microcomputer, interface board, recorder, and panel. 
Microcomputer 
An AIM 65 microcomputer (Rockwell International Co.) 
was selected because it has been extensively studied at Iowa 
State University (Camp et al., 1979) and was considered to 
be portable, inexpensive, easy to program and ready to use. 
The AIM 65 is built based on a 6502 microprocessor, and has 
a 20 column alphanumeric display, full size 54-key keyboard, 
a 20 column thermal printer, dual cassette interface, 
TTY(teletype) interface, a serial I/O port and 16 parallel 
I/O lines. It has an 8K byte monitor program ROM, an 
optional 8K byte BASIC ROM, and 4K. byte on board RAM. The 
memory can be expanded up to 64K byte by additional memory 
modules. 
The AIM 65 microcomputer was put into a 320 X 315 X 120 
mm aluminum enclosure with an interface board (Figure 17). 
The keyboard and display were attached to the panel of the 
enclosure. The tractor battery was used as the power 
source. The 12-volt power from the battery was converted to 
5-volts for the AIM 65, by the two LM 323 regulators. . 
Interface board 
An interface board was built on a 113 ram X 163 ram DIP 
plugboard (figure 17). The interface circuit is shown in 
Figure 18. It has three dual 4-bit counters (74390), two 
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SCHMITT triggers (4093), four 8-bit I/O ports (Intel 8212), 
one 4 to 16 line decoder, and one 8-bit A/D converter (ADC 
0817). The counters were set to binary coded decimal (BCD) 
count sequence so that signal inputs could be read by the 
microcomputer as decimal modes, up to 99. The SCHMITT 
trigger chips (4093) were used to eliminate the noise of the 
digital signals. The noise problem was found during the 
calibration procedure. When the signal wave was changed 
from 5 volts to 0 volt, the signal was jumped up to 1 volt, 
and the computer always picked up double signals. The 
trigger chip converted any input signal to 0 volt if it was 
lower than 2.3 volts. 
Data recording 
The AIM 65 microcomputer is capable of working with two 
different types of tape recorders. An audio cassette 
recorder is used through the cassette interface and a 
digital cassette recorder can be connected to the serial I/O 
port. The audio recorder used was Radio Shack CTR-80A 
recorder which cost $60. The digital tape recorder was 
model 817 Datacassette (Techtran Industries, Inc), which 
cost $1,260. As the prices indicate, the digital recorder 
is much more sophisticated than the audio tape recorder. 
The 817 Datacassette is designed for storing, editing, 
sending and receiving ASCII-coded data with manual or remote 
control and its RS-232 standard interface allows direct 
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connection to any kind of digital computer or printer. The 
recorder has a 24-volt rechargeable battery in"it, and works 
at a maximum speed of 2,400 baud. 
The most significant difference between the recorders 
is in their data transmission formats which were already 
programmed in the AIM 65. The RS-232 interface of the 
digital recorder sends 10 to 11 bits per each character. 
This is called a character format and requires a start bit 
followed by 8 information bits, and 1 or 2 stop bits. Since 
the start bit is always a "space" or 0, and the stop bit is 
"Mark" or 1, even though the computer missed one character 
by an electrical noise, it can pick up the next character 
which begins with a start bit, 0. 
On the other hand the audio recorder records data in 
blocked format. One block contains 80 bytes of data, and 
the block begins with 32 bytes of Synchronous Idle (SYN) 
characters (ASCII 16), which allows the AIM 65 to sense the 
start of the block. Since there are no start or stop 
signals between the bytes, the AIM 65, once it has missed a 
byte, can not catch the next byte, and so it stops receiving 
signals and shows an error message. 
In the field operation, where severe mechanical 
vibration and electrical noise are expected, the digital 
recorder is much more reliable than the audio recorder, 
especially for continuous data recording. 
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However, in the process of computer programing, the 
audio recorder is more convenient. The AIM 65 is equipped 
with a well-developed monitor program, which was designed 
for efficient program dumping and loading operations. Thus, 
the audio recorder was used in the laboratary to develop the 
program, and the digital recorder was used in the field to 
collect data. 
Data Analysis System 
The data collected in the field must be analyzed 
statistically or graphically. A personal computer or a 
minicomputer have been used for the data analysis because 
they are very low cost in operation and can be taken out to 
the field. Since the quality and quantity of the data 
analysis may be limited by the computer memory size, for 
more convenient and sophisticated data analysis may require 
a large scale computer. The large computer may be a better 
choice for a university or institute which is conducting 
short term or intermittent research, and already has a main 
frame computer. 
The Iowa State University Computation Center has 
installed a Techtran 8400 Datacassette unit connected to the 
main frame computer, a National Advanced System (NAS) AS/6, 
which is compatible to an IBM 370/168 computer. The 
cassette recorded in the field is submitted to the 
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computation center with a volume name. Using a simple 
utility program, one can dump the data in the cassette to 
the main frame computer, and analyze the data with various 
high level language or advanced statistics package. The 
cassette handling unit may not be available at all main 
frame computers since the large computer is usually equipped 
with large memory size recording systems, such as disk 
drives or magnetic tape units. Thus, a more general data 
analysis system was developed. 
This system consists of three units, the Techtran 817 
Datacassette, a Televideo 910 terminal and a modem. they 
are connected through an RS-232 interface (Figure 19). When 
the switch is in position A, the terminal is only operating 
with the modem. When the switch is in position B, and the 
cassette recorder is turned on, the data are sent to the 
main frame computer through the modem with the baud rate of 
300 bits per second. The terminal was operated with a time 
sharing system, WYLBUR, which made possible the interactive 
execution of user programs written in a variety of 
languages. 
Test of First System 
Computer program 
A microcomputer program was developed for the tractor 
instrumentation system. The program was written in the 
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assembly language of the AIM 65 since this took less 
execution time than a higher level language, such as BASIC. 
The program consisted of a main program and three 
subprograms. The simplified flow chart of the main program 
is shown in Figure 20, and the program listing is in 
Appendix A. The analog signals coming from the torque and 
drawbar pull transducers were scanned every second, and the 
digital signals from the fuel and speed transducers were 
scanned every 1/16 second since each counter chip (74390) 
can count up to 99, which is not enough for counting one 
second of input signals from those transducers. Under very 
high load, the fuel consumption rate is more than 26 1/hr, 
which corresponds to 184 pulses/sec. Likewise at high 
travel speed, 50 km/hr, both front and rear wheel 
transducers send about 311 pulses/sec. 
Several subroutines were developed for the main program 
such as addition, multiplication, and division, which were 
programmed to be used without consuming too much time. 
Three subprograms are shown in Figure 21. The first 
subprogram was for setting new tests. This was operated by 
key F3 which cleared the run number to "0". The second 
subprogram was for marking indexes, which were entered 
through the keyboard after depressing key F2. This allowed 
for distinguishing different sets of data during the 
analysis procedure. The last subprogram was to set all 
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three function keys. This program was executed first before 
starting other programs. 
A total of seven keys and a reset button were used to 
control the data acquisition system (Figure 22). When key 
F1 was depressed, the program started to run and display run 
number, wheel slip and drawbar pull every second. The keys 
1, 3, 5, and 7 were used to display various values without 
disturbing the program operation. The run number is 
increased whenever key F1 is depressed and is zeroed by key 
F3. Necessary marks, such as test number and tractor speed 
can be input by key F2. The program was recorded on and 
carried by an audio cassette recorder and was loaded to the 
AIM 65 RAM before operation. 
Test procedure 
The schematic diagram of the instrumentation system is 
shown in Figure 23. The system was installed on the John 
Deere 4430 tractor. The fuel flow, ground speed and rear 
wheel speed transducers were connected to the interface 
board. The drawbar pull and torque transducers were 
connected to the signal conditioner. The AIM 65 and the 
digital recorder were mounted on the top of the front panel 
(Figure 24), and the signal conditioner was located at the 
left sid'e of the operator's seat. 
The system was tested during the fall of 1982 in a 
field at the Iowa State University Agricultural Engineering 
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FIGURE 24. The microcomputer and the recorder mounted on 
the tractor front panel 
FIGURE 25. Field test of the tractor instrumentation 
system 
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Research Center (Figure 25). The tractor was first loaded 
with front end weights and rear wheel weights to increase 
the traction. The total weight of the tractor was 6,912 kg. 
The front axle weight was 1,560 kg and the rear axle weight 
was 5,352 kg. 
Drawbar loading was provided using an International 
Harvester 490 heavy-duty, wing-type, 25 ft wide disk harrow. 
This was big enough to impose the desired drawbar pull. The 
tractor was tested on a 134 m by 192 m clean tilled loam 
field. The average slope of the test area was less than one 
percent. The wheel rolling radii were calibrated. The 
front wheel radius was measured on the soft soil of the 
field, and the rear wheel radius was measured on a hard 
road. 
Three tractor speeds, 6.0, 9.5 and 13.3 km/hr (3.7, 5.9 
and 8.3 mph) were selected under no wheel slip conditions. 
These speeds corresponded to the gear lever A3, CI and B3 
positions. Engine speed was maintained constant at 2,200 
rpm for all tests. The differential lock of the tractor was 
engaged during each test run. For each speed, approximately 
120 runs were made with fifteen different drawbar pull force 
settings. Each run was 61 m long. A 46 m border area was 
located at each end of test area. The drawbar pull load was 
adjusted in the border prior to entrance into the test area 
by hydraulic control of the disk. 
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The data acquisition system displayed and recorded the 
data including test number, gear lever number, run number, 
time, fuel flow rate, travel speed, wheel speed, wheel slip, 
rear axle torque, and drawbar pull. A system operator sat 
by the tractor operator and controlled the data acquisition 
system. It took eight hours of testing during two days to 
complete the tests. Two, 90-minute cassettes were used to 
record the data. 
Soil samples were taken at randomly selected locations 
over the field while the tests were in progress. A tractor 
mounted soil column sampler was used to collect 300 mm deep 
soil samples. Each column was divided vertically into six 
samples. The soil moisture contents ranged from 17.68 % to 
22.82 %, dry basis. 
The data recorded on the cassettes were dumped to the 
main frame computer through a terminal and a modem (Figure 
23). The stored format of the data is shown in Figure 26. 
Each line is a set of data recorded every second. About 
10,000 lines were collected. The results were analyzed by a 
statistical package, SAS program. A one second sampling 
interval produced from 20 to 45 data sets per run, which 
were averaged. Thus, about 120 mean values of a given 
parameter were used in the analysis of the data for a 
particular speed. 
Three regression equations were derived: wheel slip 
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FIGURE 26. Data stored format in the main frame computer 
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versus drawbar pull, fuel flow rate versus drawbar pull, and 
drawbar pull versus rear axle torque. These three curves 
were chosen because they showed the results of all the six 
transducers. The regression curves were fitted with 
exponential equations. 
S = A e®^ : wheel slip vs drawbar pull 
F = A e^  ^ : fuel flow rate vs drawbar pull 
D = AT - B e^ :^ drawbar pull vs torque 
where: S = wheel slip (%) 
F = fuel flow rate (1/hr) 
D = drawbar pull (kN) 
T = axle torque (kN.m) 
A,B,C = constants determined by regression 
e = the natural logarithm base, 2.71828... 
To indicate the goodness of fit, the standard error of 
the mean estimates (Snedecor and Cochran, 1967) was used. 
Results and Discussion 
The tractor data acquisition system functioned well. 
It displayed the desired tractor performance information and 
recorded it every second. The data collected were analyzed 
by the SAS program through the analysis system. The 
regression equations and corresponding estimates of error 
are listed in Table 1. 
The regression curves and observations for 6.0 km/hr 
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TABLE 1. The regression equations of the test results 
Speed Regression Equation *Standard 
(km/hr) Error 
D = 1.35610T-5.70514 eU.UZ485T l.Ql 
9.5 S = 0.02424 e0'08122D 1.60 
F = 14.8233 e°*°2902D 0.54 
D = 1.21391T-6. 67200 eO'OOOO?? 1.00 
13.3 S = 0.01059 e9'12484D 1.68 
F = 16.1894 0.75 
D = 1.49088T-5. 64832 0.79 
* Unit; S = %, F = 1/hr, D = kN 
(3.7 mph) are shown in Figures 27 to 29. Each observation 
represents the average value of each run. The observations 
are well distributed around the curves. Accordingly, the 
standard error of the estimates are relatively low. 
Figures 30 to 32 shows the comparisons of each 
parameter with different speeds. 
The above results agree reasonably well with 
expectations. The system was relatively inexpensive and 
simple. The AIM 65 microcomputer was still a little too 
large to put on the tractor front panel. Dumping the 
program to the AIM 65 RAM from the audio recorder was 
helpful during the program development stage. Since the 
program was changed in the field, it was easy to check 
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whenever there was any problem in hardware or software. But 
it took time, around 30 seconds, and was troublesome work. 
The method of storing the program in the EPROM chip is thus 
recommended. The signal conditioner worked well enough, 
considering its cost. It was sometimes overwhelmed by 
electrical noise. This instrumentation system can only 
measure the drawbar pull. In order to apply the system more 
widely, a three point hitch dynamometer would be needed. 
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FIGURE 27. Slip vs drawbar pull at a speed of 6.0 km/hr 
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FIGURE 29. Drawbar pull vs torque at a speed of 6.0 km/hr 
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FIGURE 30. Slip vs drawbar pull with three different speeds 
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FIGURE 31. Fuel flow rate vs drawbar pull with three 
different speeds 
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FIGURE 32. Drawbar pull vs torque with three different 
speeds 
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SECOND DESIGN OF INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM 
Three Point Hitch Dynamometer 
Design and construction 
The review of literature indicated that three-point 
hitch dynamometers have been developed by attaching strain 
gages or load cells to hitch links, implements, tractor 
bodies, or hitch frames. Among these, using the hitch frame 
as a dynamometer was considered to be the most effective 
method. 
A hitch frame dynamometer was thus designed using the 
hitch frame with the following considerations: 
1. Ease of mounting. 
2. Ability to measure three dimensional forces. 
3. Permit the use of a PTO shaft. 
4. Allow easy interchange of implements and 
tractor s. 
5. Be suitable for use with a Category II three 
point hitch. 
6. Maintain minimum rearward displacement of the 
implement. 
7. Be economical and simple in construction. 
A quick-attaching coupler available in the market was 
chosen as the hitch frame of the dynamometer. This reduced 
time and cost in design and construction of the dynamometer. 
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The quick-attaching coupler used was a Jeffers Quick Hitch 
model J300 (Warrior Mfg. Co.). It fits most Category II 
tractors including International Harvester, White, John 
Deere, Ford and Massey-Ferguson. 
Using the quick-attaching coupler as a base, a three-
point hitch dynamometer was designed (Figure 33). Pins 
amounted as cantilever beams were used as the basic 
structure of a force measurement system. A strain beam was 
developed and attached at each link attaching pin of the 
coupler. The strain beam was built from a 6.4 mm thick, 51 
X 102 mm rectangular steel tube. About half of the one side 
of the 204 mm long tube was cut out to install a sensing pin 
(Appendix B). 
The sensing pin was one of the Category II hitch pins 
manufactured by Special Products Co. (Golden, Colorado). It 
was made of AISI C1018 cold-drawn steel. The lower hitch 
sensing pin was 165 mm long and 28.6 mm in diameter. The 
upper hitch sensing pin was 156 mm long and 25.4 mm in 
diameter. The lower hitch sensing pin had a collar to hold 
the hitch link balls, but the upper link sensing pin did not 
have it. So a collar was added at the upper pin. 
The strain gages were attached on a smooth surface 
between the collar and the bolt threads. Figure 34 shows 
the three sensing pins with the strain gage arrangements. A 
total of twelve strain gages were attached to each lower 
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FIGURE 33. Three-point hitch dynamometer built with 
quick-attaching coupler 
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FIGURE 34. Three sensing pins with strain gage arrangement 
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sensing pin, forming three Wheatstone bridges, which measure 
forces in all three Cartesian coordinate directions. Two 
types of strain gage were used. The strain gage used for 
the draft or vertical force was EA-06-250MQ-350 
(Measurements Group, Inc.). It was 6.35 mm long and had a 
dual element pattern with longitudinal grid centerlines 
spaced 4.7 mm apart. This dual pattern strain gage was 
ideal for bending-beam transducers. The strain gage used 
for the side force was EA-06-125TM-120 (Measurement Group, 
Inc.). It was 3.18 mm high and was a two element 90 degree 
rosette type. 
The maximum allowable draft of each pin was obtained by 
the following equation. 
F = ir d^ Y / 32 L 
where: F = draft (N) 
d = diameter of pin (28.6 mm) 
Y = yield strength of pin (365 MPa) 
L = effective length of cantilever 
When the effective length (L), 59.4 mm were applied, 
the maximum draft force was calculated as 14,000 N. This is 
enough to pull a 360 mm wide 3 bottom plow at 250 mm depth. 
The maximum allowable force can be increased by installing 
stronger sensing pins. 
Since the direction of the forces were parallel and 
perpendicular to the quick-attaching coupler, the three 
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dimensional forces - draft, vertical and side force, were 
obtained simply by adding the force components of each link. 
Both of the side forces always cause tensile stress to the 
sensing pin because when an implement moves to the left 
side, the left hitch link is free and the side force only 
exists on the right hitch link, and vice versa. 
Calibration 
The three-point hitch dynamometer was calibrated in the 
laboratory. A Riehle hydraulic testing machine (American 
Machine and Metals, Inc.) and a strain indicator Model 
P-350A (Vishay Instruments) were used for calibration. The 
strain was measured every 2,220 N of increment. Loads for 
each direction were repeated three times. The results of 
the calibration for draft and side force on the lower left 
pin are shown in Figure 35 and 36, respectively. The 
sensitivity of the draft and vertical force measurements was 
very high, around 3X10 ^ mv/v/N but that of side force was 
9X10"^ mv/v/N. 
Signal Conditioner 
The signal conditioner of the first system was 
satisfactory because the system required only a few 
channels. However it required many wire connections, 
because all the registors and capacitors were connected from 
the outside. This was time consuming and reduced the 
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FIGURE 35. Calibration for draft on lower left pin 
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FIGURE 36. Calibration for side force on lower left pin 
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reliability of the device. The advanced signal conditioner 
for the second system was developed under the following 
constraints : 
1. Have at least 16 dual channels. 
2. Be microcomputer compatible. 
3. Be reliable and durable in field operation. 
4. Be inexpensive. 
The new signal conditioner was built mainly with Burr-
Brown products (Burr-Brown Research Corp., 1982). It had 
six different functional parts (Figure 37). The low level 
analog signals from the transducers are received through an 
analog multiplexer, MPC8D, which has a dual 8 channel 
capability housed in a compact 28 pin dual-inline package. 
Because the second instrumentation system had 10 analog 
signals, two MPC8D were needed. Three address lines were 
used to select the specific channel of the MPC8D, and one 
address line was used for enabling the chip. 
The output signal was amplified by the Programmable 
Gain Instrumentation Amplifier (PGIA) 3606. Four address 
lines were used to set eleven binary gains - 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 
32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024 v/v. The PGIA 3606 had a low-
pass filter in it. The filter was adjusted to have a 6.8 Hz 
cut off frequency. 
To hold the analog signal coming from the PGIA 3606, a 
sample/hold amplifier SHC298AM was used. The sample and 
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FIGURE 37. Block diagram of signal conditioner 
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hold modes are controlled by the remote control signal. The 
SHC298AM has a 10 microsecond acquisition time and one 
millisecond of hold time. 
The MPC8D and PGIA 3606 required negative voltage 
input. A DC-DC converter, BPM-12/210-D12 (Datel-Intersil) 
was used. It converts + 12 VDC to ± 12 VDC with output 
current 210 mA. To provide desired voltage into the 
Wheatstone bridges, a voltage adjuster was added. Ten 100 
kO, 15 turn potentiometers were used to balance all the bridge 
circuits. The signal conditioner was built on a 113 X 163 
mm DIP plugboard and placed in a 178 X 229 X 51 mm aluminum 
box (Figure 39) . 
Interface Board 
The interface board of the first system was modified. 
The 8-bit A/D converter, ADC0817 was replaced by a 12-bit 
A/D converter, Burr-Brown ADC80. Two I/O ports, 8212 were 
added. The ADC80 was adjusted to operate with the analog 
input voltage range from 0 to 10 volts. The improved new 
interface board was built on a 113 X 163 mm DIP plugboard. 
The block diagram is shown in Figure 38. 
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4093 
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Z PORT A 
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FIGURE 38. Block diagram of the interface board circuit. 
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RM 65 Microcomputer 
Hardware 
The AIM 65 microcomputer of the first system also 
needed to be improved. It was a little too large to put on 
the tractor front panel. Its full size keyboard and printer 
were necessary in developing programs, but not for the field 
operation. An RM 65 microcomputer was thus chosen as a more 
advanced microcomputer system. The RM 65 has a variety of 
standard, board-level modules. The desired microcomputer 
system can be built by selecting necessary modules and 
plugging them together in a module stack. This makes the RM 
65 durable and compact in size. The most important point is 
that the RM 65 Single Board Computer is well-supported for 
system design and development using the AIM 65 since it is 
similar both in hardware and software to the AIM 65. 
Among many RM 65 family modules, four modules and a 
module stack were chosen for a data acquisition system. The 
RM 65 microcomputer for the tractor data acquisition system 
is shown in Figure 40. It consists of a keyboard, a display 
unit, an interfacing board and four modules pluged into a 
4-slot module stack and motherboard. 
The RM 65 Single Board Computer (SBC) module has all 
the necessary elements of single board operation (Figure 
41). The heart of the SBC module is an R6502 
microprocessor, which is capable of addressing 65K bytes of 
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memory. The SBC module contained 2K bytes of RAM and two 
PROM/ROM sockets which accept up to 16K bytes PROM/ROM. It 
is also equipped with an R6522 Versatile Interface Adapter 
(VIA). 
The RM 65 PROM/ROM module allows system PROM or ROM 
expension up to 16K bytes in 2K, 4K, or 8K increments. The 
module is segmented into four independent 4K byte sections 
and each section has two sockets. Each 4K section is 
assigned a base address by the switches attached to the 
module board. The block diagram of the PROM/ROM module is 
shown in Figure 42. 
For data interfacing, an RM 65-5222 General Purpose 
Input/Output (GPIO) module was used (Figure 43). Two R6522 
VIA devices provide 40 I/O lines. The addresses are set by 
eight switchs. The direction of I/O transceivers can be 
controlled by software or manually by switches. 
An RM 65 Asynchronus Communications Interface Adapter 
(ACIA) module was used for serial interfacing (Figure 44). 
It has two Independent asynchronous serial I/O channels. 
Channel 1 comprises an RS-232 interface and a TTY (20 ma 
current loop) interface, and channel 2 comprises only an 
RS-232 interface. Each channel is equipped with a separate 
R6551 ACIA device, which provides programmable control of 
each channel, such as baud rate (50 to 19,200 bits per 
second), word length, number of stop bits, parity, and 
FIGURE 39. Computer programmable signal conditioner 
FIGURE 40. RM 65 microcomputer with the Interface board 
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FIGURE 42. Block diagram of RM 65 PROM/ROM module 
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interrupt request for Receive-Register-Full and Transmit-
Register-Empty. 
The above four modules were plugged into a 4-slot 
Piggyback Module Stack. (PMS) and motherboard. The PMS 
consists of a 4-slot RM 65 BUS compatible motherboard in a 
card cage. The 4-slot motherboard is a printed circuit 
board less four connectors, mini-terminal strip, four 
mounting blocks used to fasten the PCB to the card cage. 
A display and a keyboard were built and added to the RM 
65 microcomputer. The display unit of the AIM 65 was used. 
It was a 16-segment light-emitting-diode (LED), model 
DL-1410A display. Four 4-digit model provided 16 
characters. The display was connected to ports 1A and IB of 
the GPIO module. The diagram of the display is shown in 
Figure 45. 
A 5 X 4 matrix-organized keyboard was built (Figure 
46), It was designed for hexadecimal mode. The keyboard 
includes the digits 0 through 9, letters A through F, M and 
slash (/) for memory, R for return, and blank for space. 
The keyboard was interfaced with the ports 2A and 2B of the 
GPIO module. 
The 4-slot PMS was placed in a 178 mm wide, 279 mm long 
and 152 mm high aluminum container. The interface board was 
mounted at the top of the PMS. The display, keyboard, a 
reset button and a power switch were installed on the front 
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FIGURE 43. Block diagram of RM 65 General Purpose I 
module 
FIGURE 44. Block diagram of RM 65 ACIA module 
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FIGURE 46. A matrix-organized, hexadecimal keyboard 
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panel. 
Software development system 
The RM 65 system does not have any assembler or monitor 
program for developing a data acquisition program. A 
software development system was designed. The block diagram 
of the system is shown in Figure 47. The system consists of 
the AIM 65, three RM 65 modules, EPROM programmer, EPROM 
eraser, and an audio cassette recorder. 
An Adapter/Buffer module was connected between the AIM 
65 Expansion connector and a compatible motherboard. It 
transfers data, address and control lines from the AIM 65 to 
the interconnector cables. The eight data and 16 address 
lines are routed directly, without buffering. The 
read/write, clock, sync and reset AIM 65 output control 
lines are also routed directly through the Adapter. The 
ready, set overflow, interrupt request and non-maskable 
interrupt AIM 65 input lines are buffered on the module. 
The block diagram of the Adapter/Buffer module is shown in 
Figure 48. 
The on-board 4K byte RAM of the AIM 65 was not big 
enough for developing programs. An 8K static RAM module of 
the RM 65 was added to the system. As shown in Figure 49, 
it has two separately addressable 4K byte memory sections 
and two write-protest switches, one for each 4K memory 
section. Eight base address switches assign each 4K section 
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figure 47. Block diagram of software development system 
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FIGURE 49. Block diagram of RM 65 8K static RAM module 
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to one of 16 base addresses. 
The RM 65 ACTA module, described before, was also used 
to send a program to the EPROM programmer. A model 953A 
EPROM Programmer (Bay Technical Associates, Inc.) was used. 
It has an RS-232 serial interface and can be used with 2K or 
4K byte EPROMs. It operates by several commands, such as 
program EPROM, read continuous, list formatted, and verify 
erasure command. The AIM 65 microcomputer program for the 
EPROM Programmer is listed in Appendix C. 
The EPROM eraser used was a DE-4 EPROM Erasing System 
(UVP, Inc.). It can erase up to eight 24-pin EPROMs at the 
same time. The erase time depends upon the number of 
EPROMs, and ranged from 15 to 51 minutes. 
Software 
The AIM 65 uses several peripheral interface chips. 
The keyboard uses a 6530 chip and the display unit uses a 
6520 chip. The characteristics of these chips are different 
from the 6522, which is used in the RM 65. Therefore, the 
AIM 65 monitor program related to the keyboard and display 
unit can not be directly applied to the RM 65. 
A monitor program for the RM 65 microcomputer was thus 
developed based on that of the AIM 65. First, necessary 
subroutines were selected from the AIM 65 monitor program. 
The subroutines related to the keyboard were completely 
rewritten. Other subroutines, including the display, were 
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modified for the RM 65 system. 
The main function of the RM 65 monitor program includes 
program reseting, memory changing, keyboard reading, and 
displaying the content of the accumulator. The subroutines 
of the RM 65 kept the same name as those of the AIM 65. 
This provide convenience in using the AIM 65 as a software 
development system. Any program written with the AIM 65 
monitor subroutines can be directly applied to the RM 65 
simply by changing the entry address of each subroutine. 
The interconnections between subroutines of the RM 65 
monitor program are diagrammed in Figure 50. The entry 
address of user available subroutines and the list of the 
monitor programs are in Appendix D. The monitor program was 
burned into a 2K byte, 2716 EPROM, and plugged into the RM 
65 SBC PROM socket. The starting address was set to 2000. 
Test of Second System 
A microcomputer program for the RM 65 was developed to 
test the second tractor instrumentation system. Some parts 
of the program related to the data interfacing were changed 
because of the new signal conditioner and interface board. 
The 12-bit A/D converter reading program was developed. 
Each reading was loaded into two 8 bit memory locations. 
The hexadecimal number of 12-bit was then converted into 
decimal number according to the table located at the end of 
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FIGURE 50. Interconnections between RM 65 monitor program 
subroutines 
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the program. The table and its explanation are attached in 
Appendix E. 
The program was written to measure the travel speed, 
distance, wheel slip, fuel flow, axle torque, drawbar pull, 
and to obtain the average of each value right after each 
run. A reset button and seven keys were used to control the 
data acquisition system (Figure 51). When the power was on, 
the computer displayed "I AM READY". This message was for 
checking power and display unit. Key D was then depressed 
two times to start the program. Four keys from 1 to 4 were 
used to display different pieces of information. Whenever 
key A was depressed, real data were collected with the 
following operations; 1) the run number was increased, 2) 
the time and distance were reset and started from zero, 3) 
the data were recorded to the cassette, 4) values collected 
every second was accumulated and stored in memory for 
calculating averages. Key D was used for adjusting the 
implement setting before the tractor entered the data 
collection area, since key D did not allow recording the 
data and measuring distance. The average value measured 
between key A and key D was calculated by key B. Keying 
from 1 to 4 after depressing key B showed the average value 
of travel speed, wheel slip, fuel flow rate, axle torque and 
draft. The time and distance between key A and D were also 
obtained. The mark was inserted directly to the memory. 
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address '02A0', using memory executing keys, M, and /. 
The program, after being developed by the software 
development system, was burned into a 2K byte EPROM which 
was then pluged into the PROM/ROM module board of the RM 65 
microcomputer. The flow chart of the second system test 
program is shown in Figure 52. The program listing is 
attached in Appendix F. 
The second tractor instrumentation system was 
substituted for the first system and was tested in the 
field. The RM 65 microcomputer and digital recorder, 
Techtran 817, were mounted on the top of the tractor front 
panel (Figure 54). The signal conditioner was located at 
the rear of the operator's seat. 
The new display unit, keyboard function, interface 
board and signal conditioner were checked first in the 
laboratary and then, the field. The three-point hitch 
dynamometer was later tested by the instrumented tractor 
(Figure 53). A simple program was written for the 
dynamometer test. The tractor pulled a 5-row chisel plow 
with different draft force settings. Seven analog signals 
from the dynamometer were checked in the field. 
Results and Discussion 
The total system functioned well. The new RM 65 
microcomputer was very compact, easy to operate and flexible 
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-START, STOP-
IRESETI 
[M START PROGRAM 
[Â] MAKE NEW RUN (RECORD DATA) 
[H STOP RECORDING 
-DISPLAY-
XXXX S=XX P=XXXX 
T=XX:XX FR=XX.XX 
SP=X.X DIST=XXXX 
JMARK,RUN#,SLIP,PULL(X10 LB) 
JTIME,FUEL FLOW RATE(G/H) 
JSPEED(M/H),distance(FT) 
S 
-AVERAGE-
TQJL=XXXX R=XXXX jtorque(XIO FT-LB),LEFT,right 
RESET 
A 
m 
M 
0 
SLIP, PULL 
*(TIME), FUEL FLOW RATE 
SPEED,"(DISTANCE) 
TORQUE LEFT, RIGHT 
*:LAST VALUE 
FIGURE 51. Control keys and displays 
acquisition system 
of the second data 
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Ç START ^ 
/ READ KEY / 
<^EY =B? 
N 
(L<^Y 
CALCULATE 
PARAMETERS 
CALCULATE 
AVERAGE 
READ KEY 
DISPLAY 
AVERAGE 
KRES'A KRES=0 
INITIALIZE KRES=D 
READ 
-FUEL 
-FRONT W 
-REAR WL 
KREE'KEY 
1 SECOND? 
RECORD DATA SEC=SEC+1 
READ 
-TORQUE 
-DRAFT 
Y / DISPLAY 2 
TIME 
FUEL 
DISPLAY 3 
SPEED 
DISTANC 
Y / DISPLAY 4 
TORQUE 
L & R 
ACCUMULATE 
EACH VALUE 
FOR AVERAGE 
DISPLAY 1 
SLIP 
DRAFT 
FIGURE 52. Flow chart of the data acquisition program of 
the second tractor instrumentation system 
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FIGURE 53. Three-point hitch dynamometer mounted on the 
instrumented tractor 
FIGURE 54. RM 65 microcomputer and digital recorder 
mounted on the tractor front panel 
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in design. The signal conditioner was also very compact, 
considering its dual 16 channels. It was also reliable and 
easy to control. The three-point hitch dynamometer met all 
the design considerations. Its maximum allowable draft 
force was 28,000 N. 
The dynamometer extended the implement about 210 mm to 
the rear of the tractor hitch points and 89 mm from those of 
the quick-attaching coupler. The second system was equipped 
with both drawbar pull and three-point hitch dynamometer. 
But the three-point hitch dynamometer can be used as a 
drawbar pull dynamometer by attaching a cross bar between 
the lower hitch hooks. 
The quick-attaching coupler and pins cost less than 
$300, and the strain gages, about $200. So the dynamometer 
itself cost less than $500. The dynamometer was built for a 
Category II hitch but the design is easily applied to 
different hitch Categories by selecting the appropriate 
quick-attaching coupler and by constructing strain beams to 
fit the coupler. The RM 65 microcomputer cost about $900, 
interface board, $150, and the signal conditioner was $220. 
The digital recorder was rather expensive, costing $1260. 
The program development system was about $1700. So the 
total system cost about $4200. 
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SUMMARY 
A convenient, simple, and fairly inexpensive tractor 
instrumentation system was developed. The instrumentation 
system was divided into four sections: transducers, a signal 
conditioner, a data acquisition system, and a data analysis 
system. After the first system was designed and tested, the 
second system was developed. 
The first tractor instrumentation system was equipped 
with six transducers: fuel flow, travel speed, wheel speed, 
drawbar pull, and left and right axle torque. The signal 
conditioner was built with LM 324 quad operational amplifier 
packages. It had three dual channels. Each channel had an 
amplifier and a low pass filter. The data acquisition 
system consist of an interface board, an AIM 65 
microcomputer and a digital cassette recorder, Techtran 817. 
The interface board was built on a DIP plugboard mainly with 
an 8-bit A/D converter, four I/O ports and dual 4-bit 
counters. 
The John Deere 4430 tractor was equipped with the 
instrumentation system. The AIM 65 microcomputer and 
interface board were enclosed with an aluminum box and 
installed on the top of the tractor front panel. The 
digital recorder was placed close to the AIM 65. The signal 
conditioner was located at the left side of the operator's 
seat. A microcomputer program was developed with an 
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assembly language. 
The tractor instrumentation system was tested by 
pulling a disk harrow on a clean tilled loam field. Three 
tractor speeds and fifteen different drawbar pull force 
settings were used. The data acquisition system displayed 
and recorded the data including run number, time, fuel flow 
rate, travel speed, wheel speed, wheel slip, axle torque, 
and drawbar pull. The results were analyzed by a SAS 
program. The regression curves fit well with relatively low 
standard error of estimates. The first system functioned 
well with some minor problems. 
The second system used the RM 65 microcomputer which 
was compact in size, easy to operate and flexible in design. 
A software development system was prepared for the RM 65 
microcomputer. A new signal conditioner was built with a 
programmable gain amplifier and had dual 16 channels. The 
analog signal was changed into digital by a 12-bit A/D 
converter in the interface board. 
A three-point hitch dynamometer was designed and 
constructed using a quick-attaching coupler. It was able to 
measure three dimensional forces and allowed easy 
interchange of implements and tractors. The second system 
was tested in the field. All the components of the system 
functioned well. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions were drawn from this study: 
1. The tractor instrumentation system provided 
tractor field performance data on fuel flow rate, 
travel distance, travel speed, wheel slip, axle 
torque, drawbar pull, and three-point hitch 
forces. 
2. The tractor data acquisition system was 
convenient and simple in operation. It was also 
inexpensive in construction. The total cost of 
the data acquisition system was about $2500 
including the signal conditioner. The system 
could measure the thirteen signals coming from 
the transducers. It could also display and record 
all the tractor performance data. 
3. The three-point hitch dynamometer was simple and 
inexpensive in construction. It allowed easy 
interchange among implements and tractors, and 
permitted the use of a PTO shaft. The 
dynamometer was able to measure forces in all 
three Cartesian coordinates. The maximum 
allowable load of the dynamometer was 28,000 N. 
4. The software development system was relatively 
inexpensive and functioned well by being equipped 
with all the necessary components including an 
9 9  
AIM 65 microcomputer, RM 65 modules, an EPROM 
programmer and an EPROM eraser. The system cost 
about $1700. 
5. The data analysis system could dump the data to 
the main frame computer for analysis. 
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APPENDIX A. FIRST SYSTEM PROGRAM LISTING 
; ;f t: :k :K :t- :f. 't- ;+• ;j-: :k * * V * 
iFIRST SYSTEM 
:AIM 55 PROGRAM 
; :k >. :k * :+; :ti + * :k :t: * :k •¥• -k * * + 
DRE =$B0Q0 
BRA =4A00i 
DDRB=$A002 
DDRA=fA003 
T1CL=$A004 
TiCH=$A005 
fiCR =$A00B 
PCP =fM00C 
1ER =fA00D 
IRQY2=FA404 
PDRA=ÎR4S0 
PDRB=îA4S2 
NUMA=ZEA46 
OUTD=$EF05 
GETTV=fEBDS 
OUTTV=iEEHi? 
TORR *=*•!• i 
TORRD = 
PULL ••*••=••i'Ti 
PULLD :K«*+2 
riDA * = *+" 
i'iDB = 
1,'iND *=*+; 
MLPR = 
RESUL *=:f'T4 
DIET u 
DIVD = 
D V b R = 
DRES *=*4-: 
SLIP * = :k-!-_ 
RES = 
SRC + = :i-:-j-l 
DSTR = 
CALAN * = :!-:*2 
DUM=$7-1 
; = = = = = = = = = = 
;INI'IALIZE 
; = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
.1 MESSAGE FOR DIE -LAY +=±7 [;0 
; = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  = = = = START SED 
:t=-Î7 00 LDA asp; 
DISP BYT 45 STH DDR A 
. BVT ••SLI- = PUL_ = -• LDA #0 
. BYT FURAT=' STA DDFE 
. BYT SPEED=DIS TN=- LDA #$40 
. B^T "TOP J: L = STA ACP 
. BYT READY' LDA #$C0 
: STA 1ER II II II II II II II II II II II = = = = 
LDA #$24 
; VARIABLES STA ^ICL 
LDA #aFd 
4^ II Mt
 
2E STA ^iCH 
FUEL = * + 2 CLC 
FWHL •f. = :i- f j LDA = 1 
RWHL :k = :k } ADC RUN+i 
FUCON - i; S'A BUN-i 
FURAT :K = :f:-i-r BCC LL> 
SE CD ;k = :k 4- j_ CLC 
MINT = :« -r 1 LDA 
TOPL :^ = :K —•_!_ ADC ;uN 
TORLD :f-. = :f f 2 STA RUfi 
1 1 2  
LLP LDK #14 
LDH #0 
CLR ST A FUEL -i,. M 
DEX 
BNE CLP 
LDX #4 
CL2 STB DIST-IX 
DEX 
BNE CLl 
LDfl #$80 
STA DSTR 
LDV #0 
LDfl # ::I IRQ 
STfl IRQv2 
LDH 301 IRQ. 
STR IRQV2fi 
CLl 
LDR #5 
STfl DRfl 
LDfl #0 
STfl DRfl 
WAT JMF WAT 
:REflD FUEL. SPEED 
= = = = == = = = = = = = = = = = =: 
I  IRQ SED 
LDfl #1 : LOAD FUEL 
STfl DRfl 
CLC 
LDP DPP 
fl iC FUELri 
S'f l  -UEL-: 
CLC 
LDfl -UEL 
PDC =1 
STfl -UEL 
LDfl a; FRONT WHEEL 
STfl DRfl 
LDfl DRB 
ADC FWHL 
STfl FWHL 
LDfl %-• :  FEAR WHEEL 
STfl DRfl 
LDfl DRB 
ADC RWHL^l 
STfl -biHL + l  
BC: CLEAR 
INC RWHL 
:LEAR LD^ =5 
ST- [•Ri 
LDfl #0 
STfl DRfl 
LDfl #$EF 
STfl PDRA 
LDfl >DRP 
EGR #$PP 
BNE DPI 
LDfl DSTR 
DPI STfl DSTP 
INY 
CRY #ieF 
BNE 5XTN 
BEQ CONTI 
EXTN JMP PE'ND 
«te  ^ w — — te. te. — • 
REflD TORQUE, PULL ;==================: 
+ = :fC9D 
CONTI LD'-' #0 
LDfl SECD 
BNE .PP 
JSR FIRST 
LPP LDX #5 
RECD LDfl CU5L-Z. X 
STfl f6F9 
DEX 
BNE PECD 
CLD 
LDfl #Z10 
STA DRfl 
LDfl lE-T "C'C 
STfl DRF 
LDP #$14 
STfl DRfl 
JSR flNLu 
STfl "CRL 
LDfl 3220 
STfl DRfl 
LDfl . P' '^FC 
STfl DRfl 
LDfl #$24 
STfl DRfl 
JSR flNLG 
STfl TORR 
LDA #$30 
STfl [Rfl 
LDfl #$]:5 FULL 
STfl DRfl 
LDfl #$:-
ST- DRfl 
'J: '  f lNLC 
STfl CULL 
1 1 3  
; = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
' INCF TIME 
=================== 
' SED 
LDfl # i  
ADC ;ECC 
3TA :ECD 
Ct'p 4*60 
BCC TIME 
LDR #0 
STA SECD 
CLC 
LDA #1 
ADC MINT 
STA MINT 
TIME N0% 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =' 
CALCULATE PARAMETEP 
=================== 
:=FUEL FLOW: 
SED 
.LDfl $6FB 
STA MCND+i 
LDfl '- î-SFR 
STA MCND 
LDfl #4 
STfl  MLPR+1 
LDfl #1 
STfl MLPR 
JSR MLTPR 
LDX #]: 
MOVAD LDfl RE5UL.: X 
STfl  f lDfl- i , .  X 
DEX 
BNE MOVAD 
LDX #4 
FUCOl LDfl FUCON-1,X 
STfl  f lDB-1.. X 
DEX 
BNE -UCOi 
JSR f lDDTN 
LDX #4 
FUC02 LDfi f lLB-i.  X 
STA FUCON-i 'X 
DEX 
BNE FUC02 
= = FUEL FLOW RrtTE=== 
LDA #f74 
S'H -ILPR-l 
LDA #3. 
STA MLPR 
JSR MLTPP 
LDfl RE3UL-: 
STfl  FURAT-i 
LDA RESUL-: 
STfl  FURAT 
= = DISTANC5 = = = ' 
SED 
LDfl Ï  : t 'c 
STfl  MCND 
LDfl 
STfl  MCND^l 
LDfl ±SFC 
STfl MLPR+1 
LDfl #0 
STfl  MLPR 
JSR MLTPR 
LDX #]: 
DISTi LDfl RESU 
STfl f lDfl+1 
DEX 
BNE DISTi 
LDX #4 
DIST2 LDfl DIST 
STfl f lDB-1.. 
DEX 
BNE DIST2 
JSR f lDDTN 
LDX #4 
DIST: LDfl RLB-
STfl DIST-: X 
DEX 
BNE DIST] 
==SLIP=======: 
SED 
LDfl #0 
STfl  DRES 
JSR SPEED 
JSR SLIR 
.1 ==TORQUE LEFT 
CLD 
LDfl TORL 
STfl  SRC 
JSR HEXD 
LDfi RES^l 
STA TOPLD+1 
LDfl PES 
STA TORLD 
1 1 4  
i==TORQUE RIQH7====- ==================== 
LDA TORR ; SUBROUTINES 
cyq SRC ;=================== 
JSR HEXD +*<RECOD}:i ' : :k:f  :t : : .  
LDfl  SRC+1 +=2640 
STfl TORRD-t- i  RECOD NOP 
LDA RES LDfl MARK 
STfl  TORRD JSR OUTTV 
i  ==DRfl l4BRR PULL===== LDfl MARK+1 
LDfl PULL JSR OUTTY 
STR SRC LDfl RUN 
JSR HEXD EOR #2:0 
JSR CRLCU JSR OUTTY 
LDfl CRLRNM LDfl PUN+1 
STA FULLD+1 STfl DUM 
LDfl CRLRN LDfl SECD 
STfl  PULLD STfl DUM+1 
i==REflD KEY INPUT=== LDfl DIST 
LDfl DSTR STfl  DUM+2 
CMP #$40 LDfl DIST+l 
BNE LPD2' STfl  DUM+3 
JSR DSPL2 LDfl FUCON 
JMP RETN STfl DUM+4 
LPD2 CMP #228 LDfl FUCONrl 
BNE LPDZ STfl DUM+5 
JSR DSPLZ LDfl FURRT 
JMP RETN STfl DUM+6 
LPD3 CMP #210 LDfl PURRT^l 
BNE LPDl STfl  DUM+7 
JSR DSPL4 LDfl FWHL 
JMP RETN STfl DUM+8 
LPDl JSR DSPLl LDfl RWHL 
RETN JSR RECOD STfl DUM+9 
LDX #3 LDfl RWHL+1 
LDfl #0 STfl  DUM-10 
LPL  STA 26F9.. X LDfl SLIP 
DEX STfl DUM-11 
BNE i_PL LDfl TORLD 
LDfl #0 STfl  DUM+12 
STfl  SLI- LDA TORLD^l 
RE'ND LDfl TiCL STfl DUM^^: 
R T I  LDfl TORPL 
ENL' STfl  r  i jn t- i^ 
LDfl :OPPD^l 
STfl  DUMrl: 
LDfl PULLD 
STfl DUM^lf 
LDfl - U L L D R L  
STfl CUM-i" 
LDX #0 
1 1 5  
RECD LDR BUM,X 
LSR A 
LSR A 
LSR A 
LSR A 
EOR #$30 
JSR OUTTY 
LDR BUM/X 
AND #f0F 
EOR #$20 
•JSR OUTTY 
I  NX 
CPX #412 
5NE RECD 
LDA #$20 
JSR OUTTY 
LDA #f l ]  
JSR OUTTY 
RT-; 
I  - k  : ! • :  ' H E / ' I D  I  
= î i 3 2 
HEX[ LDA #0 
STA RES-1 
STA RES 
HD SED 
SEC 
LDX #2 
UP LDR RES-i.X 
ADC #0 
STR RES-1.. X 
DEX 
BNE UP 
. CLD 
CLC 
LDR SRC 
BNE HDL 
DEC RES-i 
BEQ HXNO 
HDL SBC #0 
STA SRC 
BNE HD 
HXNO RTS 
:  :f:  : f :  - f  f i  N L G O *  
*=$A70 
RNLG CLC 
LDA #$0E 
STA DDRB 
LAI LDA DPS 
LSR A 
BCS LRi 
LR2 LDA DRE 
LSR A 
BCC LR2 
LDA #0 
STA DPR 
STA DDRB 
LDA DRB 
RTS 
;  : f : A D  D  T  N O  >  • '  -  :  
+=$RBR 
ADDTN CLC 
LDR f iDR-^2 
ADC RDB+Z 
STA ADBr] 
BCC ADD 
CLC 
LDA #1 
ADC ADB-2 
STR ADB+2 
CLC 
ADD LDR ADA+1 
RDU HDB'*"2 
STR ADB+2 
BCC RDI 
CLC 
LDA Si 
ADu HDBfl 
STA ADB+i 
CLC 
RDI LDR ADA 
RDC RDB^l 
STR RDB^l 
BCC AD2 
CLC 
LDA #1 
ADC ADB 
STA ADB 
RD2 RTS 
1 1 6  
:  {[)  I  VSN} :+:*** :k** + :-'  
+=$B90 
DIVSN SEC 
LDA DIVD+i 
SBC DVSR+1 
STA DIVD+i 
LDA DIVD 
BCS DIV2 
SEC 
SBC #i  
BCC DEND 
DIV2 SBC DVSR 
STA DIVD 
BCC DEND 
CLC 
LDA DRES 
ADC #i  
STA DRES 
JMP DIVSN 
DEND NOP 
RTb 
: MLTPR y.• 
+=$B2E 
MLTPR JSR PHXY 
SED 
CLC 
LDX #4 
LDA #8 
RESU STA RE2UL-1,X 
DEK 
BNE RESU 
LDX #2 
MLPl LDY r iL'R-i , .  X 
MLP2 BEQ ZERO 
LDA MCND+1 
ADC RESUL^i..  X 
STA RESUL+1,X 
LDA MCND 
ADC RESUL - :: : :  
STA RESUL,. X 
LDA #0 
A Du RESUL-iX 
STA RESUL-i. .  X 
TVA 
SEC 
SBC #i  
CLC 
TAV 
JM- MLP: 
ZERO DEX 
BNE MLPi 
JSR PLXY 
RTS 
; :f: * Q i_ Q M ^  :r :k .k if: :k f: 
+=±B6E 
CALCU SED 
LDA RES+i 
STA MCND+i 
LDA RES 
STA MCND 
LDA #4 
STA MLPR+i 
JSR MLTPR 
LDA RESUL-2 
ASL A 
ASL A 
ASL A 
ASL A 
STA CALAN 
LDA RESUL+: 
LSR A 
LSR A 
LSR A 
LSR A 
ORA CALAN 
STA CALAN 
LDA RESUL-3 
ASL A 
ASL A 
ASL A 
ASL R 
STA CALAN^i 
CLD 
RTS 
+=$BA6 
DSPLi LDA #f9D 
JSR CUTD 
LDA Î•bb 
JSR NUMA 
LDA #0 
JSR OUTD 
CLC 
SLIP 
LDX #0 
RUN! L.DA D::P-i  
JSR CUT' 
I  MX 
CPX 
BNE RUNi 
LDA :LIP 
1 1 7  
JSR NUMB 
LDA #8 
JSR OUTD 
CLC 
.1 PULL 
LDX #0 
RUN2 LDA DISP+6,X 
JSR OUTD 
INX 
CPX #4 
BNE RUN2 
LDA PULLD 
JSR NUMA 
LDA PULLDtl 
JSR NUMA . 
RTS 
-ïT;SPL2 ^ + -f- *-f 
*=fBEB 
DSPL2 PHA 
LDA #$aD 
JSR OUTD 
LDA 
JSR OUTD 
LDA #/= 
JSR OUTD 
LDA MINT 
JSR NUMA 
LDA #f3A 
JSR OUTD 
LDA SECD 
JSR NUMA 
LDA #0 
JSR OUTD 
LDA #0 
JSR OUTD 
LDX #0 
FUR LDA DISR+li , .  X 
JSR OUTD 
INX 
CPX #6 
BNE FUR 
LDA FURAT 
JSR NUMA 
LDA #$2E 
JSR OUTD 
LDA FURATfl 
JSR NUMA 
PLA 
RTS 
; + :iî •(! D S P L1 -t' T :!•: -x ;i- * :f H 
*=$C45 
DSPL 3: PHA 
LDA #$0D 
JSR OUTD 
LDX #0 
SPD LDA DIS 
JSR OUTD 
INX 
CPX *4 
BNE SPD 
LDA $76A 
. JSR NUMA 
LDA #$2E 
JSR OUTD • 
LDA 276B 
JSR NUMA 
LDA #0 
JSR OUTD 
LDX #0 
DIS 1 -DA DIS' 
JSR OUTD 
INX 
CPX 
BNE DIS 
LDA DIS' 
JSR NUMA 
LDA DIST+i 
JSR NUMA 
PLA 
RTS 
; **fDSFL4 
*=$CA0 
DSPL4 PHA 
LDA #$0D 
JSR OUTD 
LDX #0 
TOO LDA DISF-2? X 
JSR OUTD 
INX 
CPX #8 
BNE TOO 
LDA TORLD 
JSR NUMA 
LDA TORLD^I 
JSR NUMA 
LDA #0 
JSR OUTD 
L D A  # ' R  
JSR OUTD 
1 1 8  
LDA # ' = 
JSR OUTD 
LDA TORRD 
JSR NUMR 
LDA TORRDri 
JSR NUMR 
. PLA 
RTS 
0 !J T T V } -'k + * * * * 
*=fCEG 
OUTTV PHR • 
J3R fEBSE 
STA ÎA427 
JSR ÎEC0F 
LDA $A3G0 
AND #$FB 
STA $A800 
STA $P428 
JSR $EC0F 
LDX #$08 
ROL $5427 
ROL $R427 
ROL *5427 
ROL *8427 
ROTA ROR *8427 
LDA *A427 
AND #*04 
ORA $8428 
STA *8800 
PHP 
JSR *EC0F 
PLP 
DEX 
BNE ROTA 
LDA #$04 
ORA *8428 
STA $8800 
JSR *EC0F 
JSR *EB8G 
PLA 
RTS 
:f: -( S F E E [' •+' + •* 
+=$DI0 
SPEED 
SPEED PHR 
LDA $769 
STA MCND+1 
LDP *r>8 
STA MCND 
LDA #$14 
STA MLPP+i 
LDA #$68 
STA MLPR 
JSR MLTPR 
LDA RESUL 
STA MCND 
LDA RESUL-
STA MCND+i 
LDA $.6 PC 
STA MLPR+1 
LDA #0 
STA MLPR 
JSR MLTPR 
LDA RESULT 
STA $76C 
ASL A 
ASL A 
ASL A 
ASL A 
STA $7SF 
LDA RESUL-
STA $76D 
LSR A 
LSR A 
LSR A 
LSR A 
ORA $76F 
STA *76F 
PLA 
RTS 
1 ;L I  F 
*=$D86 
SLIP PHA 
SED 
CLC 
LDA f6FC 
CMP $SFE 
BOS LSLI 
LDA #0 
STA i-VSR-l 
LDA f6F: 
STA [•• 'SR 
LDA S6FE 
STA SLIP 
LDA $6FD 
STA DRES 
JSR DIVSN 
LDA 
STA MCND+1 
1 1 9  
LDA #0 
STA MCND 
LDA *-6A 
STA MLPR 
LDA 2768 
STA MLPR+1 
JSR MLTPR 
LDA RESUL+1 
ASL A 
ASL A 
ASL A 
ASL A 
STA $76E 
BEQ LSLI 
LDA RESULT2 
LSR A 
LSR A 
LSR A 
LSR A 
OR A $76E 
STA $76E 
SEC 
LDA #0 
SBC f76E 
STA RES^l 
JMP LSLP 
.SLI LDA #0 
STA RES+1 
.SL-
RTS 
- L A  
•;Er F1 
;t: {; rET F-KEV 
••>• = •$ 1 gûA 
LIA #f4C 
S^P fiec 
STA fiOF 
STA f i l2 
LDA #$A0 
STA f l0D 
LDA #$D0 
STA $113 
LDA #$30 
STA f i l0 
LDA #$07 
STA $10E 
STA $114 
LDP #$06 
STA f i l l 
JMP $E1A1 
J **{KEY F2} 
i +*<MARK 
+=$630 
JSR $E973 
STA MARK 
JSR E372 
STA MARK+1 
JMP ElAl 
;+*<KEV FT ^ + y 
;  * f<CLEAR RLrC-^-tv:»:!-
*=$7A0 
READY LDA #*0D 
JSR OUTD 
LDA #$20 
JSR OUTD 
LDA #0 
STA RUN 
JSR NUMA 
LDA #0 
STA RUN+1 
JSR NUMA 
LDX #0 
SHOW LDA DISP+ 
JSR OUTD 
I  NX 
CPK #8 
BNE :HOW 
JMP $E1A1 
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APPENDIX B. LOWER STRAIN BEAM 
le-
BOLT-
111 
|< 44 —H 
SPACING 7 
SENSING PIN 
± 
IS 
IF 
O 
k- 73 
13 
13 
^ 2 0  
I 
I 
I 
I--
. j _  
I 
I 
-t— 
I 
I 
4 -
r" 
I 
I 
I 
! 
NUT 
UJ 
I I 
-—r-i 
L-J 
I 
I 
I 
70 
T 
48 %. 
1 
<•22^ 
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_jL 
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-n T 
48 \r 
i 
Mgie- ^ 
K— 52 —^ 
- 165 H 
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1 45 1 
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-^6ie 
K— 202 
-^6 
^ 
SIDE VIEW FRONT VIEW 
FIGURE 55. Lower strain beam of three-point hitch dynamometer 
(Dimensions are in millimeters) 
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APPENDIX C. PROGRAM FOR EPROM PROGRAMMER 
~ — = — = =_ = = — = - WFili PHA 
CHECi EPROM LÎ-H #$10 
: RM ADDRESS ' BE^WT^'" 
+=$6000 
D A T A  
S T A T  
CMND 
CTRL :-=+-)- l  
+=$400 
LDfi #$16 
STA CTRL 
LDH #$0B 
STA CMND 
LDA # 'X 
JSR WAIT 
JMP LPi 
LDA #- V 
JSR WAIT 
L D f i  # ' 0  
JSR WAIT 
LDfi #-0 
JSR WAIT 
LDfi #- '0 
JSR WAIT 
LDfi • 
JSR WAIT 
LDA #'7 
JSR WAIT 
LDfi 
JSR WAIT 
LDfi # 'F 
JSR WAIT 
LDfi #$0D 
JSR WAIT 
^P1 LDfi STPT 
AND #$08 
BEG LPi 
LDfi DATA 
JSR IEF05 
JMP LPI 
LLP JMP LLP 
PLfi 
STA DATA 
= + Tl 
= :t: -f- -1 R'S 
. END 
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ÎREAD FROM 5PR0M ; = = = = = = = = = = = = = =:=: = = = : 
RM 55 f lCIR ADDRESS 
*=$5000 
DATA +=+^1 
STRT *=*+1 
CMND :k=++l 
CTRL *  = :K-i- l  
*=#B00 
LDA #$16 
5TA CTRL 
LDA #$0B 
5TA CMND 
LDA # D 
JSR WAIT 
LDA #"0 
JSR WAIT 
LDA #"0 
JSR WAIT 
LDA #'0 
JSR WAIT 
LDA 
JSR WAIT 
L D A  # - 4  
JSR WAIT 
LDA #--0 
JSR WAIT 
L D A  # - 0  
JSR WAIT 
LDA #$0D 
JSR WAIT 
LDX #0 
LPL LDA $STrT 
AND #$08 
BEG LPL 
LDA DATA 
STA ÎC00. ;• 
INX 
JMP LPL 
LF- JMP LP-
WRIT "HA 
LDA #$10 
WT Bn STAT 
BEQ WT 
PLri 
STA DATA 
RTS 
. END 
: DUMP TO EPPOM 
*=$700 
LDA #$15 
STA CTRL 
LDA #$0B 
STA CMND 
LDA #-'P'-
JSR WAIT 
LDA #-0 
JSR WAIT 
LDA #'0 
JSR WAIT 
LDA #-0 
JSR WAIT 
LDA #$0D-
JSR WAIT 
LDX #0 
LP2 LDA $0100, 
JSR STO 
I  NX 
CPX #$40 
BNE LP2 
LDA #•••$ 
JSR WAIT 
LP JMP LP 
WAIT PHA 
LDA #$10 
WATT BIT STAT 
BEG WATT 
PL A 
STA DATA 
R'S 
STC PHA 
LSP A 
LSR A 
LSR H 
LSR M 
JSR PST 
PLA 
AND #$0P 
FST CLC 
ADC #$20 
CMP #$]A 
BCC CUT 
ADC ^6 
OUT JSR WAIT 
RTS 
, END 
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APPENDIX D. MONITOR PROGRAM OF RM 65 
RM 65 •+ 
*  MICROCOMPUTER * 
MONITOR PROGRAM * 
* * +• * $ +• ••¥ + * •¥ ••¥ $ :f: * * $ * * * 
: DISPLAY S522(GPI0) 
: ====== ====== ==== = = 
+=$4060 
DRBl +'=:f:+l 
DRft l  *=*+1 
DDRBl *=++1 
DDRfll +=:+:+! 
;  KEY 6522(GPI0) 
; = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
+=$4010 
DRB2 *=*+1 
DRR2 
DDRB2 
DDRA2 
T1L2 +=++1 
TiH£ 
TILLS 
T1LH2 *=*+1 
T2L2 
T2H2 
SR2 
RCR2 
='CR2 *  = *+1 
IFR2 
IER2 * = *+1 
I »» » — — mm ^ ^ 
' iDf iTR I/O 6522(SBC) 
i = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
f=$5000 
DRB 
DR A *=*+1 
DDRB 
DDRfi *  = + +1 
TIL * = + +1 
Tlr i  
TILL 
TlLH * = * + 1 
25 
T2L +•= +1 
T2H :+: = 4.-1 
RCR ;+: = + 1 
PGR += + 1 
IFR + 1 
1ER *= + 1 
jRECORD 6 551<ACIA) 
*=$6000 
DRl *= + +1 
STRl 
CMRl :f:= •++1 
CTRl :+: = :f:+l 
DR2 * = + +1 
STR2 * = *+l 
CMR2 * + 1 
CTR2 * = 
: MONITOR RAM,080-7FF 
*=$02 00 
NMIV2 * = $+2 
IRQV2 * = *+2 
sflyps :+; = :t: + l  
SflVfl 1 
SAVX :f: = *+l 
SftVV :{: = *+l 
SflVS :f: = *+l 
SflVPC $ = + +2 
KEVfl :f: = *4-1 
KEVB $ = *+l 
CURP02 * = *+l 
DI BUFF :+: = *+16 
ST IV * = *+3 
CP IV * = *+3 $ = *+l 
LDIV = CP I  V 
flDDR += *+2 
CKSUM *= + +2 
RES *= *+2 
SRC *= *+l 
ADA *= *+3 
ADB *= *+4 
DIVD *+2 
DVSR *= *+2 
DR ES *= *+l 
MCND 
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MLPR +=*+2 
RESUL +: = :+:+4 
RESET +=*+1 
STflRT=$3000 
* $ * :f: * * * * * :<( * :f; * * * $ 
J START MONITOR PROG 
: * * * * + * * * * *.+ :+: $ * * * :+: 
*=$2000 
STORE MESSAGE=== 
READY . BYT I AM 
READY-', $A0 
Ml .BYT •' MEM FAIL', 
$A0 
M 2 .BYT -'ERROR-', $A0, 
/ . / 
20 IF 6C JMP (0200) • NMIVl JMP (NMIV2) 
2022 6C J MP (0202) IRQVI JMP (IRQV2) 
.; RESET PR0QM===== 
2025 D8 OLD RSET CLD 
2025 7 y SEI SEI 
2027 A2 LDX #FF LDX #$FF 
2029 9A TXS TXS 
202fi SE STX 0208 STX SAVS 
I NIT. DISPLAY 
202D FiS LDA #FF LDA #$FF 
202F 8D STA 4003 STA DDRAl 
2032 8D STA 4002 STA DDRBl 
2035 A9 LDA #00 LDA #0 
2037 SD STA 020D STA CURP02 
: IF COLD SET, MESSf 
AD ..DR _DA RESET 
203D C9 CMP #fiA CMP #$AA 
203F F0 BEQ 2056 3EC; CLD-
2041 A0 LDY #00 LDY #0 
2643 B9 LDA 2000, Y SIGN LDA READY,Y 
2046 43 PHA PHA 
2047 20 •JSR 2309 JSR OUTDIS 
204A 08 I NY I NY 
204B 68 PL A PLA 
2 040 10 BPL 2043 • BPL SIGN 
204E A 9 LDA #AA LDA #$AA 
2050 SD STA 0240 STA RESET 
2053 4C JMP 205B JMP MEMO" 
2056 A9 LDA #0D CLDP LDA *f0D 
1 2 7  
20:& 2^1 JSP . ; v . 1  z 
205E C9 CMP #40" 
2060 F0 BEQ 2065 
2062 4C JMP 3008 
2065 A9 LDA #8D 
2067 20 JSR 2309 
206A 20 JSR 20AF 
206D 20 JSR 211E 
2070 C9 CMP #20 
2072 F0 BEQ 208R 
2074 C9 CMP #2F 
2076 F0 BEQ 2 07 F 
2078 C9 CMP #4D 
207A F0 BEQ 2065 
207C 4C JMP 206D 
207F A9 LDA #0D 
2881 20 JSR 2309 
2084 20 JSR 20CR 
2087 4C JMP 206D 
208R 18 CLC 
208B A 9 LDA #04 
208D 6D ADC 0225 
2090 8D STA 0225 
2093 90 BCC 2098 
2095 EE INC 0226 
2098 R9 LDA #0D 
209A 20 JSR 2309 
209D AD LDA 0226 
20A0 20 JSR 2236 
20A3 AD LDA 0225 
20A6 20 JSR 2236 
2089 20 JSR 20B4 
10AC 4C JMP 206D 
• 20 JSR 
20B2 B0 BCS 20C9 
20B4 A2 LDX #04 
20B6 A0 LDY #80 
28BS A9 LDA #20 
20BA 20 JSR 2309 
28BD A 9 LDA #25 
20BF 20 JSR 239F 
28C2 20 JSR 2236 
28C5 C8 I NY 
20CS CA DEX 
13C7 DM BNE 2088 
60 
; SHOW MEMORY 
MEMO JSR READ 
CMP #'M 
BEQ M01 
JMP START 
MOl LDA #$0D 
JSR OUTDIS 
JSR MEM 
M02 JSR READ 
CMP # ' •' 
BEQ M04 
CMP #•'/ 
BEQ M03 
CMP #'M 
BEQ MOl 
JMP M02 
MO3 LDR #$0D 
JSR OUTDIS 
JSR CHNGQ 
JMP M02. 
MO4 CLC 
LDA #4 
ADC ADDR 
STA ADDR 
BCC M05 
INC ADDR+1 
MO5 LDR #$8D 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA ADDR+1 
JSR NUMR 
LDA ADDR 
JSR NUMR 
JSR ME IN 
JMP M02 
il'] KEY-DISP. MEMORY 
MEM JSR ADDIN 
BCS MEM]: 
MEIN LDX #4 
LDY #0 
MEM2 LDA #" •' 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA #<ADDR 
JSR LDAY 
JSR NUMR 
I NY 
DEX 
PNE MEM2 
"EM3 RT5 
1 2 8  
KEY-ALTER MEMORY 
20C4 Eh Nu=' CHNGG NOP 
28CB 20 JSR 20F5 JSR WRITAZ 
20CE A3 LDA #20 CHNGl LDA #'• ••• 
28D0 20 JSR 2209 JSR OUTDIS 
20D3 20 JSR 224D JSR RD2 
28D6 20 JSR 22BF JSR SADDR 
20D9 F0 BEQ 28DE BEQ CH4 
20DB 4C J MP 22E8 JMP MEMERR 
20DE C8 I NY CH4 I NY 
20DF C0 CPY #04 CPY #4 
20E1 D0- ONE 20CE BNE CHNGl 
2GE3: 20 JSR 20E7 CH2 JSR NXTADD 
20E6 60 RTS RTS 
ADD V TO AD DR, +1 
20E7 98 TYfi NXTADD TVA 
20E2 IS CLC CLC 
20E5 6D ADC 0225 ADC ADDR 
20EC SD STA 0225 STA ADDR 
20EF 90 BCC 20F4 BCC NKTAl 
20F1 EE INC 0226 INC ADDR+1 
20F4 60 PTS NXTAl RTS 
: 
; WRITE CURRENT ADDR 
20F5 AO lDV #80 WRITAZ LDV #0 
20F7 B9 LDA 0226, V • LDA ADDR+1,V 
20FR BE LDX 0225, Y LDX ADDR, Y 
20?D 4C JMP JMP WRAX 
,(SPACE)-SHOW MEMORY 
21Û0 2:89 NXT5 JSR OUTDIS 
2102 H0 LDt *04 LDY #4 
2105 20 JSR 20E7 JSR NXTADD 
2108 20 JSR 20F5 JSR WRTTAZ 
HOB 4C tmo 2054 :M- N 
,SHOW ERROR======= 
210E n0 LDV #0M CKER00 LDY #M2-M1 
2110 B9 LDA 200E, Y CKERl LDA Ml,Y 
2113 89 CMP #3B CMP 
2115 F0 BEQ 211D BEQ CKER2 
211? 20 JSR 2209 JSR OUTDIS 
211A C8 INV I NY 
211B D0 BNE 2110 BNE CKERl 
50 R'S :KEP2 RTS 
1 2 9  
READ ONE KEY 
21iE EA NOP READ NOP 
211F 20 JSR 23E5 JSR PHXY 
2122 A 9 LDA #FF LDA #$FF 
2124 8D STA 4013 STA DDRA2 
2127 A9 LDA #00 LDA #0 
2129 SD STA 4012 STA DDR32 
212C A9 LDA #CE LDA #$CE 
212E SD STA 401C STA PCR2 
2131 A9 LDA #00 LDA #0 • 
3D STA 4011 STA DRA2 
iTIME DELAY 
2136 AD LDA 4010 WAIT LDA DRB; 
2139 49 EOR #FF EOR #$FF 
213B D0 ONE 2136 BNE WAIT 
213D A9 LDA #00 LDA #0 . 
213F 8D STA 401B STA ACR2 
2142 A 9 LDA #FF LDA #$FF 
2144 8D STA 4014 STA T1L2 
2147 8D STA 4015 STA T1H2 
214A A9 LDA #40 LDA #$40 
214C 2C BIT 401D STAY BIT IFR, 
214F F0 BEQ 214C BEQ STAY 
2151 AD LDA 4014 LDA T1L2 
2154 AD LDA 4010 RDI LDA DRB2 
2157 49 EOR #FF EOR #$FF 
2159 F0 BEQ 2154 BEQ RDI 
215B SD STA 0208 STA KEYA 
215E A9 LDA #00 LDA #0 
2160 8D STA 4013 STA DDRA2 
2163 A9 LDA #FF LDA #$FF 
2165 8D STA 4012 STA DDRB2 
2168 A9 LDA #EC LDA #$EC 
216A 3D STA 401C STA PCR2 
216D A 9 LDA #00 LDA #0 
216F 8D STA 4010 STA DRB2 
2172 AD LDA 4011 LDA DRA2 
2175 49 EOR #FF EOR #$FF 
2177 0D OR A 020B ORA KEYA 
217m C9 CMP #81 CMP #$81 
217C D0 BNE 2183 BNE KYI 
217E A9- LDA #30 LDA #$30 
2180 4C J MP 222B J MP KYND 
2183 C9 CMP #11 KYI 1 CMP #$11 
2185 D0 BNE 218C BNE KY2 
2187 A9 LDA #31 LDA #$31 
TMF i22E' J MP KYND 
1 3 0  
U? -l'ir' Kri; UPi 
2162 D0 BNE 2155 BNE KY3. 
2190 89 LDfl #3:2 LDfl #$32 
2192 4C JMP 222B JMP KYND 
2195 C9 CMP #14 KY3 CMP #$14 
1197 D0 BNE 219E BNE KV4 
:199 ,99 LDfl #33 LDfl #$33 
:19B 4C JMP 222B JMP KYND 
•:19E C9 CMP #21 KV4 CMP #$21 
•:lfl0 D0 BNE 21fl? BNE KY5 
•lfl2 fl9 LDfl #34 LDfl #$34 
•lfl4 4C JMP 222B JMP KYND 
'1A7 C9 CMP #22 KY5 CMP #$22 
'1R9 D0 BNE 21B0 BNE KYS 
'IflB fl9 LDfl #35 LDfl #$35 
•IflD 4C JMP 222B JMP KYND 
•1B0 C9 CMP #24 KV6 CMP #$24 
1B2 D0 BNE 21B9 BNE KY7 
•1B4 fl9 LDfl #36 LDfl #$36 
1B6 4C JMP 2223 JMP KYND 
•1B9 C9 CMP #41 KY7 CMP #$41 
IBB D0 BNE 21C2 BNE KYS-
IBD fl9 LDfl #37 LDfl #$37 
IBF 4C JMP 222B JMP KYND 
1C2 C9 CMP #42 KYS CMP #$42 
1C4 D0 BNE 21CB BNE KY9 
1C6 fl9 LDfl #38 LDfl #$38 
1C3 4C JMP 222B - JMP KYND 
ICB C9 CMP #44 KV9 CMP #$44 
ICD D0 BNE 21D4 BNE KYfl 
ICF fl9 LDfl #39 LDfl #$39 
IDl 4C JMP 222B JMP KYND 
1D4 C9 CMP #13 KYfl CMP #$18 
1D6 D0 BNE 21DD BNE KYB 
IDS fl9 LDfl #41 LDfl #$41 
IDfl 4C JMP 222B jMP KYND 
IDD C9 CMP #28 KYB CMP #$28 
IDF D0 BNE 21E6 BNE KYC 
lEl fl9 LDfl #42 LDfl #$42 
1E3 4C JMP 222B JMP KYND 
•1E6 C9 CMP #48 KYC CMP #$48 
•lES D0 BNE 21EF BNE KYD-
•;lEfl fl9 LDfl #43 LDfl #$43 
ilEC 4C JMP 2228 JMP KYND 
^lEF C9 CMP #10 KYD CMP #$10 
21F1 D0 BNE 21FH gNE KYE 
:1F3 A9 LDfl #44 LDfl #$44 
1 3 1  
CMP #22 kVE [ :MP #$20 
21Fn D0 BNE 2201 BNE KYF 
21FC 89 LD8 #45 LDA #$45 
21FE 4C J MP 222B J MP KYND 
2201 C9 CMP #40 KYF CMP #$40 
2203 D0 BNE 2208 BNE KYM 
2205 89 LD8 #46 LDA #$46 
2207 4C J MP 222B J MP KYND 
220R C9 CMP #88 KYM CMP #$88 
220C D0 BNE 2213 BNE KYR 
220E 89 LD8 #4D LDA #$4D 
2219 4C J MP 222B J MP KYND 
2213 C9 CMP #80 KYR C :MP #$80 
2215 D0 BNE 221C BNE KYSL 
2217 89 LD8 #0D LDA #$0D 
2219 4C J MP 222B J MP KYND 
221C C9 CMP #84 KYSL CMP.#$84 
221E D0 BNE 2225 BNE KYBL 
2220 89. LD8 #2F LDA #$2F 
2222 4C J MP 222B J MP KYND 
2225 C9 CMP #82 KYBL CMP #$82 
2227 D0 BNE 222B BNE KYND 
2229 89 LD8 #20 LDA #$20 
222B 8D ST8 020C KYND STA KEYB 
20 JSF; JSR PLXY 
69 RTS 
X IN ASCII==: 
WRAX JSR NUMA 
8A TXA 
: ONE 
1 
o
 
1 
o
 
1 
t~
 
1 
II 
1 
U
l. I 
H
-
1 
>
•
 
1 
CO 
-HA NUMA PHA 
2237 4B LSR . n LSR A 
2238 48 LSR . A LSR A 
2239 48 LSR . 8 LSR A 
2238 48 LSR . A LSR A 
223B 20 JSR 2241 JSR NOUT 
223E 68 PLA PLA 
223F 29 AND #0F AND #$0F 
2241 18 CLC NOUT CLC 
2242 69 ADC #30 ADC #$36 
2244 C9 CMP #3A CMP #$3A 
2246 90 BCC 2 24 A BCC LT10 • 
2248 69 ADC #06 9 DC #6 • 
JMP OUTD 
1 3 2  
iTWO CHR=ONE 
:24D 23 JSR 2302 RD2 JSR REDOiJ 
2250 C9 CMP #0D CMP #$0D 
2252 F0 BEQ 2263 BEQ RSPftC 
2254 C9 CMP #20 CMP # • '  
2256 F0 BEQ 2263 BEQ RSPAC 
2258 20 JSR 226 C JSR PACK 
225B B0 BCS 2263 BCS RSPAC 
225D 20 JSR 2302 JSR REDOUT 
2260 4C J MP 226C J MP PACK 
2263: 38. SEC RSPAC SEC 
2254 50 RTS RTS 
; CONVERT TO H 
2265 48 PHA HEX 5HA 
2266 a 9 LDA #00 LDA #0 
2268 8D STA 0220 STA STIV+2 
22SB 68 PLA PLA 
J PACK TWO=ONE 
226C C9 CMP #30 PACK CMP #$30 
226E 50' BCC 2263 BCC RSPAC 
2270 C9 CMP #47 CMP #$47 
2272 B0 BCS 2263 BCS RSPAC 
2274 C9 CMP #3A CMP #$3A 
2276 90 BCC 227E BCC PAKl 
2278 C9 CMP #40 CMP #$46 
227A 90 BCC 2263 BCC RSPAC 
227 C 69 ADC #08 ADC #8 
227E 2A ROL . A PAKl ROL A 
227F 2fl ROL . ft ROL A • 
2280 2fl ROL . A ROL A 
2281 2fi ROL . A ROL A 
2282 SE SIX 0224 STX CPIV+3 
2285 R2 LDX #04 LDX #4 
2287 2fl ROL . A PAK2 ROL A 
2288 2E ROL 0220 ROL STIV+2 
228B CA DEX DEX 
228C D0 BNE 2287 BNE PAK2 
228E AE LDX 0224 LDX CPIV+3 
2291 AD LDA 0220 LDA STIV+2 
2294 18 CLC CLC 
2295 60 RTS RTS 
1 3 3  
,GET ADD,TAKE 4 CHR 
2296 rîD uDh 22ÏD ADDIN i LDA CURP02 
2299 48 PHA PHA 
229fl A0 LDY #00 LDY #0 
229C 20 JSR 2302 ADDNl . JSR REDOUT 
229F 09. CMP #0D CMP #$0D 
22A1 F0 BEQ 22DE BEQ ADDNS 
22A3 C8 I NY I NY 
22A4 C0 CPY #84 CPY #4 
22A6 90 BCC 229C BCC ADDNl 
22A8 68 FLA PLA 
22A9 SD STA 0224 STA CPIY+3 
22AC A2 LDX #90 LDX #0 . 
22AE A0 LDY #00 LDY #0 
22B0 B9 LDA 020E, Y ADDN6 : LDR DIBUFF, 
22B2 9D STA 0225, X STA ADDR, X 
22BS C8 I NY I NY 
22B7 E8 I NX I NX 
22B8 E0 CPX #04 CPX #4 
22BA D0 BNE 22B0 BNE ADDN6 
22BC A 2 LDX #01 LDX #1 
22BE A0 LDY #00 LDY #0 
22C0 B9 LDA 0225, Y ADDN7 LDA ADDR,Y 
22C2 20 JSR 2265 JSR HEX 
22C6 B0 BCS 22DE BCS ADDNS 
22CS C8 I NY I NY 
22C9 B9 LDA 0225, Y LDA ADDR,Y 
22CC C8 I NY I NY 
22CD 20 JSR 226C JSR PACK 
22D0 B0 BCS 22DE BCS ADDNS 
22D2 9D STA 0225, X STA ADDR, X 
22D5 CA DEX DEX 
2 2D 6 10 BPL 22C8 BPL AD&N7 
22D8 E8 I NX I NX 
2 2D 9 8E STX 0227 STX CKSUM 
22DC 18 CLC CLC 
22DD 60 RTS RTS 
22DE A9 LDA #20 RDDN8 LDA #•' 
22E0 20. JSR 2309 JSR OUTDIS 
22E2 20 JSR 210E JSR CKER00 
22ES 38 SEC SEC 
2257 60 RTS RTS 
MEMORY FAIL ===== 
22E3 20 JSR 202? MEMERR JSR NXTRDD 
22EB A0 LDY #00 LDY #M1-M1 
22ED 20 JSR 22F4 JSR KEP 
22F0 20 JSR 20F5 JSR WRITAZ 
22F3 iTS 
1 3 4  
22=4 83 LDA 203E 
22F7 48 PHA 
22FS 29 AND #7F 
22FR 20 JSR 2309 
22FD C8 I NY 
22FE 68 PLA 
22FF 10 BPL 22F4 
2301 50 RTE 
20 JSR 
2305 C9 CMP #0D 
2307 F0 BEQ 
2303 48 PHn 
230n 20 JSR 23E5 
230D C9 CMP #0D 
230F D0 BNE 2318 
2311 A2 LDX #00 
2313 8E STX 020 D 
2316 F0 BEQ 2350 
2318 RE LDX 020D 
23ÎB C9 CMP #8D 
231D D0 BNE 232C 
231F A9 LDA #A0 
2321 20 JSR 2369 
2324 R9 LDA #00 
2326 8D. STA 020D 
2329 4C JMP 2364 
232C E0 CPX #10 
232E 90 BCC 2335 
2330 20 JSR 23F3 
2333 68 PLA 
2334 60 RTS 
2335 9D STA 020E 
2338 EE INC 020D 
233B E0 CPX #10 
233D 90 BCC 2342 
233F 4C JMP 2364 
2342 48 PHA 
2343 09 ORA #80 
2345 20 JSR 2369 
2348 68 PLA 
2349 29 AND #80 
234B D0 BNE 2364 
13 4 [) RE LD': 
KEP LDFî Ml, Y 
PHfl 
AND #$7F 
J5R OUTDIS 
I NY 
PLfl 
BPL KEP 
RCHTl RTS 
:%EAD ONE KEY i DIS? 
REDOUT JSR CUREfiD 
RED2 CMP #$0D 
BEQ RCHTl 
J OUTPUT fiCC TO DÎSP 
OUTDIS PHfl 
JSR PHXY 
CMP #$0D 
BNE OUTDl 
LDX #0 
STX CURP02 
BEQ 0UTD5 
OUTDl LDX CURP02 
CMP #$8D 
BNE OUTDlfi 
LDA #$A0 
JSR OUTDDl 
LDA #0 
STA CURP02 
JMP 0UTD7 
OUTDIA CPX #16 
BCC 0UTD2 
JSR PLXY 
PLA 
• RTS 
0UTD2 STA DIBUFF.. X 
INC CURP02 
CPX #16 
BCC 0UTD4 
JMP 0UTD7 
0UTD4 PHA 
ORA #$80 
JSR OUTDDl 
PLA 
AND #$80 
BNE 0UTD7 
LDX CLiRrOI 
1 3 5  
1350 ES C ? M #10 0UTD5 i CPX #16 
2252 B0 BCS 2364 BCS 0UTD7 
2354 8E STX 021E STX STIY 
2357 fi9 LDR #R0 LDA #$R0 
2359 20 JSR 2369 JSR OUTDDl 
235C EE IHC 021E INC STIY 
235F BE LDX 021E LDX STIY 
2362 D0 BNE 2350 BNE 0UTD5 
2364 20 JSR 23F3 0UTD7 ' JSR PLXY 
236? 68 PL A PLR 
2363 60 RTS RTS 
.• 
DISPLRV====== 
48 P Hn OUTDDl PHA 
2368 SR TXA TXR 
236B 48 PHA PHR 
236C 4fl LSR . A LSR R 
236D 4A LSR . A LSR R 
236E Rfl TRX TRX 
236F R9 LDA #04 LDR #4 
2371 E0 CPX #00 CPX #0 
2373 F0 BEQ 2379 BEQ 0UTDD3 
2375 0A RSL . fi 0UTDD2 RSL A 
2376 CR- DEX DEX 
2377 D0 BNE 2375 BNE 0UTDD2 
2379 8D STA 021F 0IJTDD3 SJR STI 
237C 68 PLA PLR 
237D 29 AND #03 RND #$03 
237F 0D ORR 021F ORfl STIV+l 
2382 49 EOR #FF EOR #$FF 
2384 8D STR 4001 STR DRRl 
2387 fifl TAX TRX 
2388 68 PLA PLR 
2389 48 PHR PHR 
238R 8D STR 4000 STR DRBl 
23SD SR TXR TXR 
238E 49. EOR #80 EOR #$80 
2390 SD STR 4001 STR DRRl 
2393 09 ORR #7C ORR #$7C 
2395 8D STR 4001 STA DRRl 
2398 A9 LDR #FF LDR #$FF 
239m SD STR 4001 STA DRRl 
239D 68 PLA PLR 
1 3 6  
.1 _OAD RDDR = = = = = 
STY 0224 LDAY STY CPIY+3 
23n2 A8 TAV TRY 
23A3 B9 LDA 0208, Y LDA MONRAM,Y 
23A6 8D STA 0222 STA LDIY+1 
23A9 B9 LDA 0201, Y LDA MONRAM+1,Y 
22AC 8D, STA 0223 STA LDIY+2 
23AF AC LDY 0224 LDY CPIV+3 
23B2 A9 LDA #B9 LDA #$B9 
23B4 8D STA 0221 STA LDIY 
23B7 A9 LDA #50 LDA #$60 
23B9 8D STA 0224 STA LDIY+3 
2:BC 4C IMP 0221 J MP LDIY 
i STORE ADDR==== 
23BF 48 PHA SADDR PHA 
23C0 AD LDA 0225 LDA ADDR 
23C3 8D STA 021F STA STIY+1 
23C6 8D STA 0222 STA CPIY+1 
23C9 AD LDA 0226 LDA ADDR+1 
23CC SD STA 0220 STA STIY+2 
23CF 8D STA 0223 STA CPIV+2 
23D2 R9 LDA #99 LDA #$99 
23D4 SD STA 021E STA ST IY 
23D7 A9 LDA #D9 LDA #$D9 
23D9 SD STA 0221 STA CP IY 
23DC A9 LDA #60 LDA #$60 
23DE SD STA 0224 STA CPIY+3 
23E1 68 PLA PLA 
2:22 4C JMP 021E JMP ST IY 
ipUSH X A Y 
• 
3D ;TR PHKV STA CPIV+3 
ii3E8 93 TVA TVA 
23E9 48 PHA PHA 
23ER SA TKA TKA 
23EB 48 PHA PHA 
23EC 20 JSR 2401 JSR SWSTAK 
23EF AD LDA 0224 LDA CPIY+3 
23F2 b ê RTS PTS 
1 3 7  
2:F3 8D ÏTfi 0224 
23F6 20 JSR 2401 
23F9 68 PLA 
22FR AA TAX 
23FB 68 PLfl 
23FC R8 TAY 
23FD AD LDA 0224 
2403 60 RTS 
2401 Bfi TSX 
2402 A9 LDA #02 
2404 48 PHA 
2405 BD LDA 0106, X 
2408 BC LDY 0104, X 
240E 9D STA 0104, X 
240E 98 TYfl 
240F 9D STfl 0106, X 
2412 CA DEX 
2413 68 PLA 
2414 38 SEC 
2415 E9 SBC #01 
2417 D0 BNE 2404 
2419 BD LDfl 0108, X 
241C R8 TAY 
241D BD LDA 0107, X 
2420 AA TRX 
2421 60 RTS 
2422 8ft Txa 
2423 48 PHA 
2424 AE LDX 020D 
2427 E0 CPX #10 
2429 B0 BCS 2430 
242B A 9 LDA #DE 
242D 20 JSR 2369 
2430 68 PLA 
2431 Afl TAX 
2432 4C JMP 2113 
I PULL % & Y 
PLKV STfl CPIV+2 
JSR SWSTAK 
PLfl 
TAX 
PLfl 
TRY 
LDfl CPIY+3 
RTS 
; SWAP STflK======== 
SWSTflK TSX 
LDfl #2 
SWSTl PHA 
LDA $106, % 
LDY $104,X 
STA $104,X 
TVA 
STfl $106, X 
DEX 
PLfl 
SEC 
SBC #1 
BNE SWSTl 
LDfl $108, X 
TRY 
LDfl $107, X 
TRX 
RTS 
I READ ONE KE"===== 
CURERD TXfl 
PHfl 
LDX CURP02 
CPX #16 
BCS PRT2A 
LDfl #$DE 
JSR OUTDDl 
PflT2A PLA 
TAX 
JMP READ 
: 
;SET INTER. VECTORS 
$=$FFFfl 
.WORD NMIVl,RSET,IR 
QVl 
END 
1 3 8  
APPENDIX E. 12-BIT HEXA TO DECIMAL CONVERSION 
The purpose of this work is how to read a 12-bit A/D 
converter with an 8-bit microcomputer with least time 
consuming. 
The 12 bits are divided into three 4-bit groups or 
three hexadecimal numbers. The hexa to decimal number 
conversion is then achieved by adding each decimal number 
corresponding to each hexa number listed in Table 2. 
In computer programming, the list of the Table 2 is 
stored at the end of the program and indexed addressing is 
used to find the location of the decimal number by using the 
hexa number as a content of index register, X or Y. 
TABLE 1, 12-bit hexa to decimal 
conversion table 
Hexa C B A 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
0000 
0256 
0512 
0768 
1024 
1280 
1536 
1792 
2048 
2304 
2560 
2816 
3072 
3328 
3584 
3840 
0000 
0016 
0032 
0048 
0064 
0080 
0096 
0112 
0128 
0144 
0160 
0176 
0192 
0208 
0224 
0240 
00 
0 1  
0 2  
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
1 0  
11 
1 2  
13 
14 
15 
least significant bit 
XXXX XXXX XXXX 
C B A 
t 
1 3 9  
APPENDIX F. SECOND SYSTEM PROGRAM LISTING 
I + * * + * -f: * K ;f: f :i-' * 
i SECOND ÇVSTEM(OM65) 
PROGRAM LISTING 
;  *  :4: :f :f: 4: :r :k :k + rk :f: :«•: -S > :t: * * :t 
I KEY :,512(GPI0' 
; = = =.^  ^= = = r = = = = = = = ==: 
+=$4010 
I RECORD 6551fhClM 
DRB2 
DRA2 
DDRB2 
DDRA2 
T1L2 
T1H2 
T1LL2 
T1LH2 
T2L2 
T2H2 
SR2 
RCR2 
RCR2 
IFR2 
IER2 
= 1. 
:(•:=: :f- -t- i 
:+; = ;t: + J_ 
•k' = :f: +J_ 
:k = ;« + 
;••: = :« +j_ 
* = * + 1 
;ii = 4-1 
+ = :r +j_ 
* = * + 1 
= -t-j_ 
* = :f; + J_ 
•.k = * + 1 
DATA I/O 6522>:SBC) 
%: = $5 
DRB 
DR A 
DDRB 
DDRA 
TIL 
TIH 
TILL 
TILH 
T2L 
T2H 
SR 
ACR 
PCR 
IFR 
IE-
000 
;t: = ;•»; -t- X 
* = -r 1 
= $ + 1 
rK = :f: + j_ 
:+; = ;t: 4- j_. 
:f; = :f; + X 
:% = * +j_ 
;t: = + -f-x 
* = * + 1 
:K = + -i-
:k = :f: + 
:k = :f- + l 
;t: = * + x 
= :f: + j_ 
:)•; = ;t. ' 
+=$6000 
DRL :% = +4-2 
STRL :t; = w i- 2 
CMRL •k = :t:-r-2 
CTRL :t: = :|: 4-2 
DR2 
STR2 :t: = ;•!•: 4-2 
CMR2 :t: = :t:T2 
:TR2 * = :f: 4- 2 
= = = = = 
PROGRAM R A M  
; = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
+ = $2 
MINT 
KRES 
KREE 
KVST 
FUEL 
FWHL 
RWHL 
FUEE 
FULL 
RWLL 
HEXA 
DE CM 
DEC! 
FURl 
DIVD 
DVSR 
DRES 
MCND 
MLPR 
RESiJ 
SPET 
FWHT 
FLIRT 
SLIT 
LTOT 
RTOT 
PULT 
RVSN 
j0 
$=* + 1 
# = ^fX 
* = $^i 
*=*fi 
*=^ + 2 
= :k - ? 
:k = :ti + 2 
:f: = :t'. + ; 
= :f. f ^ 
*=*+x 
* = Vf2 
*=*f2 
:*•; = :t: -f i 
:t: = ;t;-i-2 
;t: = ;k^ 2 
+. = :k 4- 4 
:K = :k4-2 
:t: = :f + 2 
+ = :<•+2 
:% = :!-: 4-2 
;t; = :k*^  
:fi = :i-: + ^ 
* = ;k + 4 
:!•: = :> -i- 4 
1 4 0  
*=$2 A0 
MARK +=* + 1 
RUNS * = + i 
SE CD 
DIST *=*+2 
FURA *=*+2 
SPED $ = * + 4 
SPEE = + i 
FWHH * = * + 4 
RWHH :t: = :f + 2 
SLIP * = * + 2 
LTOR *=*+2 
RTOR *=*f2 
PULL 
READ= $211E . 
NUMA= $2236 
OUTDI S=$2209 
PHKY= Î23E5 
PLXY= $23F3 
IRQV= $0202 
AVERQ =$3600 
DSPLi =$3300 
DSPL2 =$3342 
DSPL2 =$3892 
DSPL4 =$33EC 
DVNAM =$3A00 
DIVSN =$3581 
MLTPR =$3AF2 
RECOD =$3834 
II II II II 
======= 
: START PROGRAM 
f=$3000 
S5D 
STAR NOP 
JSR READ : READ KE' 
G MP # B 
BNE CriFD 
JMP HVERG 
CMPi CMP # D 
BNE STAR 
LDA #210 
S-A k.-ES 
: INITIALIZE 
LDA #$EF 
ST A DDRA 
LDA *0 
STB DDRB 
LDA #$40 
STA ACR 
LDA #$C0 
STA 1ER 
LDA #$24 
STA TIL 
LDA #$F4 
STA TIH 
LDA #0 
• STA RUNS 
STA SECD 
STA MINT 
STA DIST 
STA DIST+l 
STA FWHT 
STA FWHT+1 
STA KREE 
LDY #0 
LDA #<IIRQ 
STA IRQV 
LDA #>IIRP 
STA IRQV+l 
CLI 
LDA #$40 
STA DR A 
LDA #0 
STA DRA 
LDX #5 
CLIN STA Fu: 
DEX 
BNE CLIN 
WT JMP WT 
1 4 1  
IREAD FUEL.. FIR WHEEL 
I IRQ SED 
CLC 
LDA #1 
STA DRA 
LDfl DRB 
ADC -UEL+1 
STA FUEL-i 
BCC WHEL 
CLC 
LDA FUEL 
ADC #1 
STA =JEL 
WHEL LDA #2 
STA DRA 
LDA DRB 
ADC FHHL 
STA CWHL 
LDA #]. 
STA DRA 
CLC 
LDA DRB 
ADC RWHL+i 
STA RWHL+i 
BCC CLEA 
INC RWHL 
CLEA LDA #$40 
STA DRA 
LDA #0 
STA DRA 
I NY 
CPV #$0F 
BEQ CLRT 
JMP REND 
CLRT LDV #0 
LDH #5 MOVE DATA 
RECD LDA FUEL-1.- X 
STA FUEE-1.. X 
DEX 
BNE RECD 
LDA #0 
LDX #5 
CLLN STA FUSL-l,. X 
DEX 
BNE CLLN 
LDA KRES 
CMP #$10 
BEQ SEMT 
CLC 
LDA >WLL 
ADC FWHT+: 
STA FWHT+A 
BCC 
f" r-
SEMI 
L- 4. 
LDH FWHT 
ADC #i 
STA FWHT 
SEMT CLC 
LDA #1 .: INC TIME 
ADC SECD 
STA SECD 
CMP #$60 
BCC TIME 
LDA #0 
STA SECD 
CLC 
LDA #1 
ADC MINT 
STA MINT 
TIME NOP 
1 4 2  
READ TORQUE, DRAFT 
CLD 
LDA #$FF 
STA DDRB 
LDA #$D5 
JSR DYNAM 
SED 
SEC 
LDA DECil 
SBC *$18 
BCS SQNi 
LDA #0 
STA lTOR 
STA LTOR+1 
JMP NXTl 
SQNI STA MCND 
LDA DECM+1 
STA MCND+i 
LDA #0 
STA MLPR 
LDA *$78 
STA MLPR+i 
JSR MLTPR 
LDA RESU+i 
STA LTOR 
LDA RESU+2 
STA LTOR+1 
NXTl CLD 
LDA #$F5 
JSR DYNAM 
SED 
SEC 
LDA DECM 
SBC *$18 
BCS SGN2 
LDA *8 
STA RTOR 
STA RTOR+i 
JMP NXT2 
SGN2 STA MCND 
LDA DECM+1 
STA MCND+l 
LDP #0 
STA MLPR 
LDA #$70 
STA MLFR-1 
JSP "LTFP 
LDA "ES-i'l 
STfl ;TOF 
LDA RESU+2 
STA RTOR+1 
NXT2 CLD 
LDA #$0D 
JSR DYNAM 
SED 
SEC 
LDA DECM 
SBC *$10 
BCS SQNi: 
LDA #0 
STA FULL 
STA PULL+1 
JMP NXT3 
SON]: STA PULL 
LDA DECM+1 
STA PULL+1 
NXT3 NOP 
I ADD VALUE FOR AVERG 
SED 
CLC 
LDA KRES 
CMP #$10 
BEQ DISS 
JMP CONT 
DISS JMP DITT 
CONT CLC 
LDA LTOR+1 
ADC LTOT+: 
STA LTOT+: 
BCC TOTT 
CLC 
LDA LTOT+2 
ADC #1 
STA LTOT+2 
TOTT LDA SECD 
STA SECN 
CLC 
LDA LTOR 
ADC LTOT+1 
S'A _TOTf: 
dCC TOTE 
CLC 
LDA LTO ' 
ADC #1 
•" : 4 
1 4 3  
TOTB CLC 
LDR RTOR+i 
ADC RTOT+j: 
STH RTOT+2 
BCC TOTC 
CLC 
LDA RTOT+2 
ADC #1 
STA RTOT+2 
TOTC CLC 
LDA RTOR 
ADC RTOT+i 
STfl RTOT+1 
BCC TOTD 
CLC 
LDR RTOT 
ADC 
ST A PJOT 
TOTD CLC 
LDA RULL+l 
ADC >ULT+: 
STA PULT+: 
BCC TOTE 
CLC 
LDR PULT+2 
ADC #1 
STA FULT+2 
TOTE CLC 
LDA PULL 
ADC PULT+i 
STA PULT+i 
BCC DITT 
CLC 
LDA PULT 
ADC #i 
STA PULT 
DISTANCE 
DITT LDR FULL 
STA MCND+i 
LDA #0 
STA MCND 
STA MLPR 
LDA #$16 
STA MLPR+i 
JSP MLTPR 
LDA RESU+2 
ADC DIST+i 
STA DIST+i 
BCC SPFD 
CLC 
LDA DIST 
ADC #i 
STA DIST 
; TRAVEL SPEED 
SPPD LDA FWLL 
STA MCND+i 
LDA #0 
STA MCND 
STA MLPR 
LDA #$ii 
STA MLPP+i 
J5R MLTPR 
LDA RESU+: 
LSR fl 
LSR s 
LSR A 
LSR A 
STA SPED 
LDA RESU+2 
ASL A 
ASL A 
ASL A 
ASL A 
ORA SPED 
STA SPED 
LDA KRES 
CMP #$10 
BEQ SLLP 
CLC 
LDA SPED 
ADC SPET+i 
STA SPET+1 
BCC SLLP 
CLC 
LDA SPET 
ADC #i 
STA SPET 
1 4 4  
: WHEEL SLIP 
SLLP NOP 
CLC 
LDR SPED 
CMP RWLL+1 
BCC SPPL 
LDA #8 
STA SLIP 
J MP SLLL 
SPPL LDA SPED 
STA DIVD 
LDA #0 
STA DIVD+1 
LDA RWLL+1 
STA DVSR+1 
LDA RWLL 
STR DVSR 
LDR #0 
STR DRES 
JSR DIVSN 
SEC 
LDA #0 
SBC DRES 
STA SLIP 
SLLL LDA KRES 
CMP #$10 
BEQ FUTO 
CLC 
LDA SLIP 
ADC SLIT+1 
STA SLIT+1 
BCC FUTO 
CLC 
LDA SLIT 
ADC #1 
STA SLIT 
• 
;FUEL FLOW RATE 
FUTO LDR FUEE+i 
STA MCND+1 
LDR FUEE 
STA MCND 
LDR #$37 
STA MLPR+1 
LDP #0 
STA MLFR 
J3R MLTPR 
STA FURR 
LDA KRES 
CMP #$10 
BEQ KEY 
CLC 
LDR FURR 
ADC FURT+1 
STR FURT+1 
BCC KEY 
CLC 
LDR FURT 
ADC #1 
STA FURT 
;READ KEY 
KEY SED 
LDA #$FF 
STA DDRR2 
LDA #0 
STA DDRB2 
LDA #$CE 
STA PCR2 
LDA #0 
STA DRA2 
LDA DRB2 
EOR #$FF 
STA KYST 
LDA #0 
STA DDRA2 
LDA *$FF 
STA DDRB2 
LDA #$EC 
STA PCR2 
LDA #0 
STA DRB2 
LDA DRA2 
EOR #$FF 
ORR KYST 
STA KYST 
BEQ AGAN 
Clip KRES 
BEQ AGAN 
CMP #$13 
BEQ BCLC 
CMP #$10 
BNE KKrY 
STA KRES 
J^'-P DPL-
KYf STA >•: 
1 4 5  
JMP AGAN 
BCLC STA KRES 
CLC 
LDR RUNS INC RUN# 
ADC #1 
STA RUNS 
LDR #6 CLEAR 
STA SECD 
STA MINT 
STA DIST 
STA DIST+1 
LDX #20 
TCLR STA SPET-i,. X 
DEX 
BNE TCLR 
JMP DPLY 
ROAN LDR KRES 
CMP #$18 
BNE DPLY 
LDR FULL 
STA FWHH 
LDA RWLL 
STA PWHH 
LDA RWLL+i 
STA FWHH+1 
JSR RECOD 
DISPLAY 
DPLY LDA KREE 
CMP #$12 
BNE DPL3 
JSR DSPL2 
JMP REND 
DPLÎ CMP #$14 
BNE DPL4 
JSR DSPL3 
JMP REND 
DPL4 CMP #$21 
BNE DPLl 
JSR DSPL4 
JMP REND 
JPLl JSR DSFLl 
lEND LDA TIL 
RTI 
. END 
; SUBROUTINES 
.iQET AVERAGE VALUES 
+=$2600 
AVERQ NOP 
LDA SPET+1 
STA DIVDfl 
LDA SPET 
STA DIVD 
LDA SECD 
STA DVSR+1 
LDA #0 
STA DVSR 
STA DRES 
JSR DIVSN 
LDA DRES 
STA SPED 
LDA SLIT+1 
STA DIVD+i 
LDA SLIT 
STA DIVD 
LDA #0 
STA DRES 
JSR DIVSN 
LDA DRES 
STA SLIP 
LDA FURT^i 
STA DIVD+1 
LDA FURT 
STA DIVD 
LDA #0 
STA DRES 
JSR DIVSN 
LDA DRES 
STA FURA 
LDX #4 
LTOO LDA LTOT-1 
STA RVAN-1, X 
DEX 
BNE LTOO 
JSR AVANL 
LDA DECM+1 
STA LTOR+1 
LDA DECM 
STh LTOP 
1 4 6  
LDX #4 
RTOD LDA RTOT-1,X 
STA AVAN-l,X 
DEX 
BNE RTOn 
JSR AVANL 
LDA DECM+1 
STA RTOR+1 
LDA DECM 
STA RTOR 
LDX #4 
PUUL LDA PULT-1,X 
STA AVAN-l,X 
DEX 
BNE PUUL 
JSR AVANL 
LDA DECM+i 
STA PULL+i 
LDA DECM 
STA PULL 
REAA JSR READ 
CMP #331 
BNE LF2 
JSR DSPLl 
JMP REAA 
LP2 CMP U12 
BNE LP3 
JSR DSPL2 
JMP REAA 
LP3: CMP #$25 
BNE LP4 
JSR DSPL3 
JMP REAA 
LP4 CMP #$37 
BNE LPP 
JSR DSPL4 
JMP REAA 
LPP CMP #'D 
BNE REAA 
JMP $3000 
AVANL PHA 
LDA AVAN+3 
STA DIVD+1 
LDA AVAN+2 
STA DIVD 
LDA SECD 
STA DVSR+1 
LDA #0 
STA DVSP 
STA DRES 
JSR 
LDA 
STA 
LDA 
STA 
LDA 
STA 
LDA 
STA 
JSR 
LDA 
STA 
PLA 
RTS 
DIVSN 
DRES 
DECM+i 
AVAN+i 
DIVD+1 
AVAN 
DIVD 
#0 
DRES 
DIVSN 
DRES 
DECM 
DISPLAY #1 
r S P L l  LDA #$0D 
JSR QUID 15 
LDA MARK 
JSR NUMA 
LDA RUNS 
JSR NUMA 
LDA #0 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA #'S 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA #•• = 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA SLIP 
JSR NUMA 
LDA #0 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA #'P 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA #'= 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA PULL 
JSR NUMA 
LDA PULL+1 
JSR NUMA 
RTS 
1 4 7  
I DISPLAY #2 
DSPL2 LDfi #$8D 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDfl #-T 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA #••• = 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA MINT 
JSR NUMR 
LDA #•-: 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA SECD 
JSR NUMR 
LDA #8 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA #-F 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA #'R 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA #••• = 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA FURA 
LSR A 
LSR A 
LSR A 
LSR A 
ORA #$30 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA FURA 
AND #feF 
ORA #$30 
JSR OUTDIS 
RTS 
; DISPLAY #3 
DSPL3 LDfi #$0D 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA #-S 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA #'P 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA #••• = 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA SPED 
LSR A 
LSR A 
LSR A 
LSR A 
ORA #$30 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA #•••. 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA SPED 
AND #$0F 
ORA #$3:0 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA #0 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA # D 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA #-I 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA #"S 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA # T 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA #••• = 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA DIST 
JSR NUMR 
LDA DIST+i 
JSR NUMR 
RTS 
1 4 8  
jDISPLAY #4 
DSPL4 LDA #$0D 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA #'T 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA # 0 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA # " 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA #'L 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA #••• = 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA LTOR 
JSR NUMB 
LDA LTOR+i 
JSR NUMA 
LDA #0 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA #'R 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA = 
JSR OUTDIS 
LDA RTOR 
JSR NUMA 
LDA RTOR+1 
JSR NUMA 
RTS 
iREAD ANALOG SIGNALS 
DYNAr ! PHA 
ST A DRB 
LDA #6 
STA DR A 
LDA #0 
STA DRA 
LDX #0 
DELY I NX 
CPX #60 
BNE DELY 
LDA #$20 : H 
STA DRA 
LDA #0 
STA DRA 
EOCO LDA DRA 
AND #fl0 
BEG EOCO 
LDA #6 
S 1 A DDRB 
LDA #5 
STA DRA 
LDA DRB 
EOR #$8F 
STA HEXA 
LDA #4 
STA DRA 
LDA DRB 
EOR #$FF 
STA HEXfi+1 
CLC 
LDA HEXA 
ADC HEXA 
TAX 
LDA TWEL+^e;X 
STA DECM 
LDA TWEL+4?/X 
STA DECM+l 
LDA HEXA+1 
LSR A 
LSR A 
LSR A 
LSR A 
STA DECl 
CLC 
LDA DECl 
ADC DECl 
TAX 
r r L-1_ L 
LDA TWEL+16, X 
SED 
ADC DECM 
STA DECM 
CLD 
CLC 
LDA TWEL+17, X 
SED 
ADC DECM+l 
STA DECM+l 
BCC HEDI 
CLC 
LDA DECM 
ADC #1 
STA DECM 
CLD 
HEDi LDA HEXR+1 
AND #$0F 
TAX 
1 4 9  
LDR TWEL, X 
SED ; MULTIPLICATION 
ADC DECM+1 
STfi DECM+1 MLTPR JSR PHXY 
BCC HED2 CLC 
CLC LDX #4 
LDA DECM LDA #0 
ADC #1 RESL STA RESli-
STA DECM DEX 
LDA #$FF BNE PESL 
STA DDRB LDX #2 
HED2 NOP MLPl LDV MLPR-
PLA MLP2 NOP 
RTS BEQ ZERO 
LDA MCND+i 
• ADC RESU+1,X 
DIVISION STA RESU-1 X 
LDA MCND 
DIVSN NOP ADC RESU.. X 
LDA DVSR+1 STA RESU,X 
CMP #0 LDA #0 
BNE DIVT ADC RESU-1,X 
LDA DVSR STA RESU-1,. X 
CMP #0 TVA 
BNE DIVT SEC 
LDA #0 SBC #1 
STA DRES CLC 
JMP DEND TRY 
DIVT SEC J MP MLP2 
LDA DIVD+i ZERO DEX 
SBC DVSR+1 BNE MLPl 
STA DIVD+1 JSR PL XV 
LDA DIVD RTS 
BCÎ DIV2 
SEC 
SBC #1 
BCC DEND 
DIv2 SBC DVSR 
STA DIVD 
BCC DEND 
CLL 
LDfl DR53 
ADC #1 
STA ['RES 
JMP DIVSN 
DEND NOP 
RTS 
1 5 0  
: RECORD DATA 
RECOD LDfl =$1A 
STB CTRi 
LDfl #$0B 
STA CMRl 
LDX #8 
REDD LDA $2A0,; 
JSR ASCII 
INX 
CPX #18 
BNE REDD 
LDfl #$13 
JSR WAIT 
RTS 
WAIT PHA 
LDA #fl0 
CHEBT BIT STRl 
BEQ CHEBT 
PL A 
STA DRl 
RTS 
ASCII PHA 
LSR A 
LSR A 
LSR A 
LSR A 
JSR FIRST 
PLA 
AND #$0F 
FIRST CLC 
ADC #$39 
CMP #$3A 
BCC OUT 
CLC 
ADC #6 
DUT JSR WAIT 
RTS 
iVALUES STORED FOR 
12 BIT HEX TO DECM 
: CONVERT 
TWEL . BYT 300, $01, 20 
2 
BYT $03, $04. 3Û5' $0 
Ç' 
BYT $87. $08, ft?' fi 
0 
BYT $11, fl2,$13. fi 
4 
BYT $15, $00, $00 
BYT $00, $16, $00, *3 
cL 
BYT $00, 248, $00. $6 
4 
BYT $00, $80, $00, $9 
6 
O 
BYT $01, $12, $01, 22 
O 
BYT $01, $44, $01, $6 
0 
BYT $01, $75, Ï01, $9 
si 
BYT $02. $08, f02, 22 
4 
BYT $02, 2^0,$00. $0 
0 
T' 
BYT $02, $56,$05, $1 
c: 
BYT $07, 268, $10, 22 
4 
BYT $12, $80, $15, 23 
6 
O 
BYT $17, $92, $20.. 24 
0 
BYT $23, 204,225. $6 
0 
BYT $28, 216, $30, $7 
BYT $33, $28. $35, $8 
4 
BYT $38, 240 
END 
